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“Thank you Moroccanoil, you help, make a difference”“Thank you Moroccanoil, you help, make a difference”



THE STORY 

OF AN ORIGINAL
Moroccanoil Treatment delivers unparalleled shine, 

softness and nourishment. The original all-in-one 

essential that stands the test of time.

Find a salon at Moroccanoil.co.uk
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The HFM team love making this 
magazine for you – here’s what  
we got up to this month...

After a turbulent 2020, 
we’re welcoming the 
new year with positivity. 
Looking forward with 
optimism and grasping 
the opportunities and 
challenges it brings. Our 
cover star is a woman  
who seizes the moment  
with passion and drive. 
Winning the Swedish 
version of Britain’s Got 
Talent at the age of ten, 
Zara Larsson has gone 
on to be one of the most 
exciting faces of pop. She’s 
a strong female voice 
and inspiration to her 
millions of fans – and she 
can rock a puffball dress 
like a pro. We introduce 
more new Scene Stealers 
for 2021, meet the fashion 
designer giving back to 
her community, look at the 
latest feelgood beauty and 
health buzzes, plus sample 
the best UK spas for a  
much-needed dose of TLC.

Jodie 
Made styling 
adjustments on 
a rowing boat 
and managed 
to stay dry 
during our 
fashion shoot.

Laura
Married her
childhood
sweetheart,  
Oli, in  
Tuscany in a 
custom Emma
Beaumont dress.

Jill 
Couldn’t resist 
trying on the 
Act N°1 dress 
on our cover 
shoot – very 
understated!
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The team
Channelled 
Bianca Jagger, 
one of our  
style game-
changers, in  
these Giuseppe
Zanotti platforms.

Inside the...

HAPPY 
ISSUE

Rachel
Maxed out her 
maxi dresses 
into autumn – 
this red floral 
number is 
Spring Time  
In Brooklyn.

Clare
Felt overjoyed 
that she got 
to visit sunny 
Greece before 
lockdown  
#thesequel.

T
O
T
A
L
L

Y
TULLE

Fran 
Took a trip 
around the 
Italian Riviera, 
visiting Capri 
while wearing 
this lemon-
print co-ord.

Alice
Discovered 
the secret to 
Brit model 
Fran Summers’ 
fresh glow, it’s 
from Burberry 
Beauty.
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Objet d’art 
Dior’s tie-dye Caro bag is driven by nostalgia, but feels entirely modern in its 
uniqueness. It’s time to honour the seasonal shift – spring is on the horizon!  

Compiled by L A U R A  W E AT H E R B U R NPH
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Luxe, lavish, can’t-live-without...  
our pick of this month’s most wanted

WISH
 LIST

V E L V E T  M A G I C 

Quilted, monogrammed and 
dripping in gold-tone hardware – 

our new winter It bag is here. 
Bag, £488, Moschino

C H A I N  R E A C T I O N 

This rainbow-coloured beauty is 
encrusted with precious stones. 
Bracelet, £3,000, Roxanne  

First at Liberty London

G O I N G  G R A P H I C 

We love the 60s shape and 
retro pattern – we’ll be adding 
over-the-knee boots to update it. 

Dress, £110, Boden

L U X E  L O U N G I N G 

Almost too pretty to sit on, this 
adds the wow factor to any room. 

Armchair, £2,150,  
Jonathan Adler

L E G S  1 1

Every stylish home will want this 
saucy new piece from Anissa.

Candle holder, £735,  
Anissa Kermiche

S W E E T  T O O T H

This decadent drink has notes  
of hazelnut and toffee for added 

velvety deliciousness. 
Hot chocolate, £8, Fenwick 

R O A R I N G  T W E N T I E S

Inspired by The Great Gatsby, 
this amber-scented art-deco glass 
diffuser is engraved by artisans.
Diffuser, from £165, Baobab
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F L O W E R  P O W E R 

15% of sales from this sparkler 
will help dogs in distress. 

Charm, £360, Loquet London  
x Wild At Heart Foundation

C H E C K  M AT E 

A classic shoe that will look great anywhere. From 
business meetings to off-duty days, we’ll be wearing 

these on repeat with everything in our wardrobe.
Shoes, £545, Roger Vivier
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L O V E  R U L E S 

Facetime, Zoom calls and Google hangouts  
never looked better. Pop these super sparklers  

on to brighten up everyone’s day. 
Earrings, £145, Soru

T E A  PA R T Y

Florals, puff shoulders and a sweetheart neckline with 
ribbon trim are all calling to our inner girly-girl. Just 

add chunky boots to toughen it up by day.
Dress, £1,575, Rodarte at modaoperandi.com

T O U G H  T R E A D S

The hiker boot gets an update  
in a sumptuous navy velvet  

finish with brogue detailing.
Boots, £299, Penelope Chilvers

T R O P I C A L  T I P P L E

A rum with notes of chargrilled 
pineapple and butterscotch with 
a warm peppery finish. Mmm! 

Caribbean rum, £37, Diablesse

S C U L P T U R A L  S H A D E S

These blue-tinted sunnies with 
hexagonal frames and detailed 
arms brighten even a cloudy day. 

Sunglasses, £289, Marni 

S U P E R S I Z E  C A R D I

A perfect oversize knit: it meets all 
our winter needs and sparkles too! 

Cardigan, £465, Lalo 
Cardigans at cultmia.com

G R I P P I N G  R E A D 

A page-turner full of secrets, lies, 
newborns and sleepless nights.
Just Between Friends by Rosie 

Nixon, £7.99, HQ Stories 

B E E ’ S  K N E E S 

Based on a wildflower, 10% of 
sales help save-the-bee schemes. 

Necklace, £109,  
Pureshore Jewellery

S U P E R S I Z E C A R D I
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Humble, 
thoughtful and 

focused, the SS21 shows 
were a masterclass in 

resilience and creativity. 
Here’s our breakdown 

of what’s to 
come… 

OUR DEFINITIVE ROUND-UP OF THE SEASON’S BIGGEST CATWALK TRENDS

COMFORT  

IS KEY

With this increased time 
indoors, there’s certainly been 

a desire to stay cosy and 
comfortable, and while we 

can’t feasibly carry our actual 
duvet around with us, we can 
cocoon ourselves in a duvet 
coat or cover-up instead.
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BACK TO 

BASICS 

In contrast to the highlighter-
bright hues we’ve seen in 

previous seasons, classic neutrals 
are quietly taking the spotlight  

in SS21. This pared-back 
aesthetic emphasises the desire 
to shop versatile, timeless pieces 

over anything too trend-led. 
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4
ELEVATE 

YOUR EARS

With our Zoom existence 
showing no signs of  

abating, designers continued  
to focus their energies on  
the waist up. Bold metallic  

bling is a surefire way  
to hog the screen (and  

distract your colleagues).

5 
HOUSE 

SLIPPERS 

By now you’ll be  
a leisurewear 

aficionado, but are  
your slippers up to 

scratch? Upgrade your 
scruffy slip-ons with 
a pair of Balenciaga 
heeled hotel slides, 
some powder-pink  
Tod’s moccasins,  
or maybe some  

clogs a la Hermès.

3 
TIME TO 

FLOURISH

While florals aren’t 
ground-breaking, they 
felt slightly different 
this season. There’s 

something comforting 
about the predictable 
nature of this trend, 

during what seems like 
an unpredictable time. 

Such new blooms signify 
positive new beginnings, 

so here’s hoping…
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8 
SPARK JOY 

While some designers 
have pulled back the 

reins during these 
austere times, others 

chose to dial up every 
detail. It’s escapism in 
the form of unabashed 
opulence, according 
to Simone Rocha and 

Blumarine, so start 
layering those pearls…

7 
HIGH-LOW 

DRESSING 

There is a tangible sense 
of reaffirming the joy of 
fashion by dressing your 

best to feel your best 
– all while remaining 
comfortable. Erdem 

nailed this by layering 
cosy mohair cardis over 
jacquard dresses, while 
Molly Goddard paired 

ruffled sheer skirts  
with casual sweatshirts. 
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6
IN THE BAG

Much like the steer towards 
making the shows more 

practical, the new collections 
had the same function-first 
appeal – and that includes  
the accessories. It’s time to 
make way for everything-
but-the-kitchen-sink totes.  
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POWER 

TROUSERS 

Imposing, fearless and 
flattering, power trousers are 
making a big return. Victoria 
Beckham gave us split hem  
and high waisted in neon 
green, while Louis Vuitton 
offered similar proportions  

in Beetlejuice stripes. 
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11
REPURPOSE

Brands such as 
Christopher Kane and 

Dolce & Gabbana 
reworked archival off-cuts 
into glorious patchworks. 
There’s a sense of inherent 
longevity in every piece.  P

H
O

TO
S:
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O

RU
N

W
AY

10
KEEP IT 

MINIMAL

Ask any chic Parisian (or stylish 
Scandi for that matter) and they 

will tell you that the secret to 
effortless style is a chromatic 

colour palette. Nothing beats an 
immaculate white shirt, or a pair 

of classic wide-legged black 
trousers. Minimalists, rejoice! 
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12 
SLOUCH 

SUITS

It’s tempting to think  
that workwear will 

devolve into something 
akin to pyjama-like  

attire post-pandemic. 
Instead, designers 

have relaxed office-
appropriate tailoring, 
meaning silhouettes 

are loose and slouchy 
and billowed to Ziggy 
Stardust proportions.

14 
WITH THE 

BRAND

Logomania re-emerged 
on the runways, because 
if you’re going to make 
a high-end investment, 
why not shout about 

it? At Chanel we saw 
typography printed on 

to jumpers and belt 
fastenings, while at 

Fendi and Etro, it was 
all about statement  

logo bags.
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13
CUE 

WANDERLUST 

Designers transported us to 
far-flung destinations, pulling on 
our collective yearning for an 

exotic vacation. Versace offered 
tropical prints, while Gabriela 

Hearst went full nomadic 
bohemian with shell trimmings 

and vivid crochet dresses. 
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Words B E C K Y  D O N A L D S O N   Photography B A R T E K  S Z M I G U L S K I   Fashion Director J O D I E  N E L L I S T

For singer-songwriter Zara Larsson, winning a TV talent show in her 
native Sweden was the beginning of her meteoric rise to success. Here,  

she talks female empowerment, musical inspiration and her on-stage style
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we were together for a while. The break-up wasn’t 

dramatic. It was just kind of nice, we both just fell  

out of love with each other and that was the end  

of that; there really wasn’t too much more to it. 

“It did teach me, too, because obviously people 

always care about your love life. I care about  

people’s love life that I don’t know. One of my first 

questions when I meet someone is whether they  

have a girlfriend or a boyfriend, I’m like, ‘How  

did you guys meet? Tell me about it’.”

Zara, who has had six UK top-ten singles, four  

Brit Awards nominations and multiple worldwide  

hits, assures us that this success absolutely makes 

releasing new material nerve-wracking. 

“Yessss, I definitely feel the pressure. You don’t 

have anything to live up to if you’ve never released 

anything. It’s like, here you go, I’m doing it for fun. 

I’m trying to get back to the mindset that not 

everything has to be the next big single. When I first 

started out, I was releasing music all of the time,  

I was like, ‘Here you go, here you go… and if it 

sticks, sick! If it doesn’t…’,” she says, rubbing one 

hand over the other, “Then here’s another song.”

Her favourite track on the album changes every 

day, but today it’s Look What You’ve Done. “That song 

is very ‘We broke up and I don’t need you…’.  What  

I do like to represent in my music is that I don’t  

need a man to be happy in life. That song is so nice, it 

reminds me a bit of Abba in a way – the melodies, the 

words. I have this new appreciation for Abba at the 

moment. My friends and me listen to their music and 

say, ‘WTF, how can they be so good?’. They’re timeless.”

Zara first discovered music at the age of five, when 

her mum gave her one of Carola Häggkvist’s albums, 

she is a huge musician in Sweden. “Carola,” she  

says, her face lighting up. We ask how to pronounce 

her surname? “You just say Carola, you don’t have  

to say the last name,” she laughs. 

“She is a-ma-zing, and now we have a song out.” 

Together, we ask? “Yes!” she says, smiling broadly.  

“It was so fun. I did a show, with no crowds, last 

summer, at a huge amusement park in Sweden. It’s 

where all of the concerts are usually held, it’s an 

iconic place that a lot of people have performed in. 

“I could choose two guest artists, so picked my 

sister [Hanna, from singing duo Hanna & Andrea] 

and I also said I’d love to do a song with Carola.  

She was my first biggest idol. She sings in Swedish, 

too, so I could understand what she was saying, 

rather than Whitney Houston, Celine Dion,  

Beyoncé – and all of the others I also listened to.

“I really wanted to do one of her songs with her, 

like a little duet, then we decided to release it on 

screening platforms, just in Scandinavia, because  

it’s so specific, with the song being in Swedish.  

It did really, really well – it’s like number one now. 

I’m so happy she wanted to do that with me, it feels 

like a full-circle moment.”

Zara tells us she would constantly impersonate 

Z
ara Larsson breaks into song with a rendition of her 

2018 hit single Ruin My Life, by way of describing her 

favourite genre of music, ‘crying on the dancefloor’. 

“I do like to write about ‘You broke my heart’, 

rather than ‘I’m falling in love with you’, I don’t  

know why that is,” she quickly ponders. “In my  

private life I’m very secure and strong with my 

opinions. But I allow myself to be vulnerable and  

to sing the opposite… stuff like, ‘Come and ruin  

my life because I can’t live without you’,” she laughs. 

The Swedish singer-songwriter is in London  

to perform at the EDA Awards, where she picked  

up an award for Best Nordic Artist, and the finale  

of Little Mix the Search, when we talk on Zoom,  

in between her rehearsals. She’s also currently 

promoting her third album Poster Girl, which has 

plenty of ‘crying on the dancefloor’ elements.  

And her gold-certified first album So Good was the 

second most-streamed by a female artist on Spotify.

“I feel that this album has a lot of everything in 

there. Some beautiful ballads, some sassy songs:  

the vibe is very fun and dance-friendly. It has  

good pop songs with a nice beat, but then you  

listen to the lyrics and it’s like, ‘Oh, that’s deep’. 

“It’s a bit more grown-up, naturally, as my last 

album was when I was a teenager and now, I’m  

a young woman. So, it’s me writing about life, and  

life is high and low, a lot of emotions are there.  

I think my focus in general is probably love. I like  

to write about that, but in a sexy way.” 

In the past she has been open about her 

relationships, however now she tells us she’s happy  

in love, but has chosen to be private about him. She 

broke up with British model Brian Whittaker last year. 

“I was in a very public relationship. It was cute,  
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up an award for Best Nordic Artist, and the finale

of Little Mix the Search, when we talk on Zoom,

in between her rehearsals. She’s also currently

promoting her third album Poster Girl, which has

plenty of ‘crying on the dancefloor’ elements.

And her gold-certified first album So Good was the

second most-streamed by a female artist on Spotify.

“I feel that this album has a lot of everything in

there. Some beautiful ballads, some sassy songs:

the vibe is very fun and dance-friendly. It has

good pop songs with a nice beat, but then you

listen to the lyrics and it’s like, ‘Oh, that’s deep’.

“It’s a bit more grown-up, naturally, as my last

album was when I was a teenager and now, I’m

a young woman. So, it’s me writing about life, and

life is high and low, a lot of emotions are there.

I think my focus in general is probably love. I like  

to write about that, but in a sexy way.”

In the past she has been open about her

relationships, however now she tells us she’s happy

in love, but has chosen to be private about him. She

broke up with British model Brian Whittaker last year.

“I was in a very public relationship. It was cute,  
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‘AS I GREW 
OLDER, I 

REALISED THAT 
MY OPINION IS 
JUST AS VALID. 
IT’S ME THAT’S 
GOING TO BE  

ON STAGE’

you’re young it can make you think others  
know better than you do, because they are the 
professionals, and I’m just an artist. But that’s not  
the case and, as I grew older, I realised that my 
opinion is just as valid as theirs. It’s me that’s going  
to be on stage and in front of the camera. They  
might have some really good insights and opinions  
but when it comes down to it, it’s what I want. 

“But I’ve always had an opinion, and I’ve been  
very vocal when it comes to songs that I wanted,  
and I really had to fight to keep some songs and  
to not release others, it was like, ‘Eww, this is trash’. 

“So when I started out, I didn’t write my songs and 
now I find it to be a really important part of what  
I do. Or if we are doing something that I don’t like  
I will say, ‘Let’s change it to this or that’. I didn’t have 
the confidence to do that when I was younger. And 
now, because I’ve been in it for a while, I think I can 
express how I really want things to be a bit more.”

Zara, who has collaborated with BTS, Ty Dolla  
$ign and Mura Masa, tells us she’s been lucky  
enough to work with some great people. For the 

warm-up track for her new album, 
Love Me Land, she worked with 
Beyoncé’s choreographer. “I’ve 
collaborated with JaQuel [Knight] 
for a while, the first time was for 
the Ain’t My Fault video, he is so 
talented and such a professional,  
if you work with Beyoncé you  
are the top of the top of the top. 

“He knows what it’s like to 
perform and sing at the same  
time. I want to dance on stage,  
but obviously my priority is  
the singing. I don’t want to 
compromise that so I can dance; 

and he’s really good at knowing how to mix that in. 
The fact he is so experienced helps me a lot. He 
knows what’s up. And I learn a lot from him, as  
well as other people I work with. I’ve been so lucky  
to have some of the best people around me.”

She has spent a lot of time in LA, but although 
that is where all the best writers are, she tells us,  
she has mixed feeling about the place. “It was 
different. I always had my mum with me, she’s 
stopped coming with me now because I’m 23. But  
I always have one person in the studio with me, 
whether it’s my manager or someone from the label.  
I rarely go somewhere by myself. Being in a room 
full of people I don’t know can be weird sometimes. 
This is such a male-dominated industry. 

“Some people say that there are lots of female  
artists and it’s pretty much 50-50 but, no, it’s not. 
Look at the Billboard Top Ten. I look at it every  
week and you’re lucky if there are two women  
on there. I think it’s even worse when it comes to 
making the music. I’ve never had a female producer. 

“But I’m very lucky to be signed to a label that  
has a black woman in charge – it’s very unusual  

Carola’s songs, especially after dinner when her  
and Hanna would perform for their parents. “I was 
like, ‘It’s showtime’. They would ask, ‘What are  
you performing?’. And I’d say Carola! But also, 
Eurovision is really big here in Sweden, so maybe a 
few songs from that. And I used to love Anastacia.”

Zara’s first break came when, aged ten, she won 
Talang (2008), the Swedish version of Britain’s  
Got Talent. “I was so nervous, but also excited, as it 
was my first time being on a big stage. It went by  
very quickly, unfortunately, because it’s not like  
The X Factor, where you are on there every week.  
It was the audition, the semi-final and the final.

“I thought, after that, I’d have all sorts of record 
contracts offered to me, that I’d made it and I  
was going to be a successful singer, but nothing 
happened and it’s also one of those shows where 
there is going to be a new winner next season and 
another one the next. So, you’re quickly forgotten, 
in a way. I was devastated at ten, I thought my career 
was over, I will never be anything. I was stressing.”

At such a young age, as well, we say. “I know, isn’t it 
crazy? I was sad and thought that 
nobody wanted to sign me. And 
it was obviously because I was 
literally only a child. So I went 
back to school, and that was a 
little different, people recognised 
me. But also that passes quite 
quickly, it’s fun for a few months 
and then back to normal.

“So, even though I did that, 
which was a great experience, I 
went back to normal, regular life, 
then my big break, which didn’t 
have anything to do with the 
show, happened in 2013 when  
I released Uncover. I really had to fight for that song.  
I loved it and thought, ‘Can’t everyone else see it’s 
amazing?’. The people at my label were unsure, saying  
it didn’t have any drums, it was a straight-up ballad.

“But, it became really successful. I think some 
people thought, ‘Wait, that’s the girl from the 
talent show?’. So I think it did help me, because 
it’s a fun story and connects me to something, but  
it was also the first time I felt that I had really done 
something, and it wasn’t just a show.”

Fast forward two years and Zara performed on  
The X Factor, which is, of course, another Simon 
Cowell production. Did she meet him? “I haven’t met 
him, I’ve seen him in the judge’s chair when I was 
performing, but I don’t think we’ve ever said hello.”

Still only 23, she’s been in the music industry for 
more than half of her life. “Crazy, right?” she says. 
Does she feel she has more control over her career 
now? “Definitely. When I started out, I just wanted to 
sing, that was my main thing. Not so much creating to 
begin with – it was to entertain and sing. 

“As I grew up, I was really lucky to be around 
people that allowed me to have a say in stuff. When 
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you’re young it can make you think others
know better than you do, because they are the
professionals, and I’m just an artist. But that’s not
the case and, as I grew older, I realised that my
opinion is just as valid as theirs. It’s me that’s going
to be on stage and in front of the camera. They
might have some really good insights and opinions
but when it comes down to it, it’s what I want.

“But I’ve always had an opinion, and I’ve been
very vocal when it comes to songs that I wanted,
and I really had to fight to keep some songs and
to not release others, it was like, ‘Eww, this is trash’.

“So when I started out, I didn’t write my songs and
now I find it to be a really important part of what
I do. Or if we are doing something that I don’t like
I will say, ‘Let’s change it to this or that’. I didn’t have
the confidence to do that when I was younger. And
now, because I’ve been in it for a while, I think I can
express how I really want things to be a bit more.”

Zara, who has collaborated with BTS, Ty Dolla
$ign and Mura Masa, tells us she’s been lucky
enough to work with some great people. For the

warm-up track for her new album,
Love Me Land, she worked with
Beyoncé’s choreographer. “I’ve
collaborated with JaQuel [Knight]
for a while, the first time was for
the Ain’t My Fault video, he is so
talented and such a professional,
if you work with Beyoncé you
are the top of the top of the top.

“He knows what it’s like to
perform and sing at the same
time. I want to dance on stage,
but obviously my priority is
the singing. I don’t want to
compromise that so I can dance;

and he’s really good at knowing how to mix that in.
The fact he is so experienced helps me a lot. He
knows what’s up. And I learn a lot from him, as
well as other people I work with. I’ve been so lucky  
to have some of the best people around me.”

She has spent a lot of time in LA, but although
that is where all the best writers are, she tells us,
she has mixed feeling about the place. “It was
different. I always had my mum with me, she’s
stopped coming with me now because I’m 23. But
I always have one person in the studio with me,
whether it’s my manager or someone from the label.
I rarely go somewhere by myself. Being in a room
full of people I don’t know can be weird sometimes. 
This is such a male-dominated industry.

“Some people say that there are lots of female
artists and it’s pretty much 50-50 but, no, it’s not.
Look at the Billboard Top Ten. I look at it every
week and you’re lucky if there are two women
on there. I think it’s even worse when it comes to
making the music. I’ve never had a female producer.

“But I’m very lucky to be signed to a label that
has a black woman in charge – it’s very unusual

Carola’s songs, especially after dinner when her
and Hanna would perform for their parents. “I was
like, ‘It’s showtime’. They would ask, ‘What are
you performing?’. And I’d say Carola! But also,
Eurovision is really big here in Sweden, so maybe a
few songs from that. And I used to love Anastacia.”

Zara’s first break came when, aged ten, she won
Talang (2008), the Swedish version of Britain’s
Got Talent. “I was so nervous, but also excited, as it
was my first time being on a big stage. It went by
very quickly, unfortunately, because it’s not like
The X Factor, where you are on there every week.
It was the audition, the semi-final and the final.

“I thought, after that, I’d have all sorts of record
contracts offered to me, that I’d made it and I
was going to be a successful singer, but nothing
happened and it’s also one of those shows where
there is going to be a new winner next season and
another one the next. So, you’re quickly forgotten,
in a way. I was devastated at ten, I thought my career
was over, I will never be anything. I was stressing.”

At such a young age, as well, we say. “I know, isn’t it 
crazy? I was sad and thought that
nobody wanted to sign me. And
it was obviously because I was
literally only a child. So I went
back to school, and that was a
little different, people recognised
me. But also that passes quite
quickly, it’s fun for a few months 
and then back to normal.

“So, even though I did that,
which was a great experience, I
went back to normal, regular life,
then my big break, which didn’t
have anything to do with the
show, happened in 2013 when
I released Uncover. I really had to fight for that song.
I loved it and thought, ‘Can’t everyone else see it’s
amazing?’. The people at my label were unsure, saying  
it didn’t have any drums, it was a straight-up ballad.

“But, it became really successful. I think some
people thought, ‘Wait, that’s the girl from the
talent show?’. So I think it did help me, because
it’s a fun story and connects me to something, but
it was also the first time I felt that I had really done 
something, and it wasn’t just a show.”

Fast forward two years and Zara performed on
The X Factor, which is, of course, another Simon
Cowell production. Did she meet him? “I haven’t met
him, I’ve seen him in the judge’s chair when I was
performing, but I don’t think we’ve ever said hello.”

Still only 23, she’s been in the music industry for
more than half of her life. “Crazy, right?” she says.
Does she feel she has more control over her career
now? “Definitely. When I started out, I just wanted to
sing, that was my main thing. Not so much creating to 
begin with – it was to entertain and sing.

“As I grew up, I was really lucky to be around
people that allowed me to have a say in stuff. When 
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and pretty much unheard of, which is sad. 

“I’ve been in rooms, and there have been seven 

guys and I’m the only girl and 16, and they are 

just talking about stuff. And they’ll say things like, 

‘Beyoncé is good, but she’s just Jay-Z’s accessory’. I’m 

like, ‘You don’t talk about Beyoncé like that to me’.  

A lot of subtle little things, that you are like, ‘Oh, wow’. 

“That doesn’t speak about LA as a whole, but there  

is certainly that macho culture in music. LA is a  

fun city, there are some good people there, of course.  

But there are all sorts of weirdos, and everybody  

goes there to get something or be something.”

We ask if she has much say when working with  

her stylist, Dogukan Nesanir. “Duggy, do I have a lot  

of say in it?” she shouts across the room. “Yeah,” 

comes the reply, laughing.

“It’s definitely a collaboration,” she continues.  

“I’ll speak my mind, but you need someone to bring 

stuff that I could never get my hands on. He has a 

relationship with brands that I would never have.  

I can’t email them, ‘Hello, I’m an artist, I would like  

to have…’,” she says, tapping her hands on an 

imaginary keyboard. “So he really helps me with 

that. But then, of course, it’s me that’s going to  

wear it, so I have to like it, so there can be a bit  

of tweaking back and forth. It’s a partnership.”

She says that some of her favourite brands are 

Versace, Charlotte Knowles, Prada (if she’s being 

fancy) and she used to love the now defunct 

Opening Ceremony for sourcing young brands. 

“I think I’ve allowed fashion to be a bigger part  

of what I do, which is fun because I’ve always had 

really good style in my head, I just haven’t had  

the energy or the tools to execute it. Fashion and 

music go hand in hand and wearing my stage  

clothes is so much fun, I want to wear stuff that I 

wouldn’t on a normal day. I love a show, I want glitter,  

I want light, I want shoulder pads – I want to be extra. 

“Sometimes I feel I can wear a T-shirt and jeans 

and still express my personality; but with clothing 

you get to see what a person is like before they  

open their mouth. I always open my mouth, so  

there is that,” she laughs. 

One thing she does open her mouth about are  

the good causes she cares about, and she has a great 

platform to do so, with over six million followers on 

Instagram. She has also performed before the Nobel 

Prize committee, won an award from Sweden’s oldest 

women’s rights organisation and led a Durex campaign 

in association with the HIV charity, Red. “If you like 

me, you definitely know where I stand on things. I 

think it’s nice if you have influence on even just a few 

people, when it comes down to women’s rights or 

whatever it might be that you are passionate about.”

But she admits that, if you’re an artist, social media 

has become a necessity. “Now you’re obligated, but 

I’ve been using it for years. And I think it’s really fun, 

although I want to go back to the times when people 

just used Instagram for…” she pretends to take a  

selfie of herself pulling a face and doing the victory 

sign. “Now I find myself calculating posts so much.”

She’s pleased when we tell her that she is the cover 

star of our positivity issue and we ask her what she 

does to keep herself happy and positive. “It makes me 

feel really happy to be on stage and to perform, it’s 

when I feel really free. But also to go out, because I 

have an amazing group of friends. I feel like we are  

in Friends [the show]. We are eight people who are 

really close and all love each other, when we go out for 

dinner, we just laugh a lot. I love to see them all happy. 

“I also love to hang out with my mum, it makes me 

happy when we’re in the car listening to music and 

chatting about life – on our way to a furniture store, 

she is obsessed with going to them. That is the main 

time we hang out, but we go to them a lot. It’s the 

small things like that. A lot of things make me happy.” 

Listen to Zara’s new single, Talk About Love, on Spotify

Go to hellofashion.com to watch our cover shoot video

FROM TOP  
Zara performing  
in the US in  
2019; the singer-
songwriter at  
Acne Studios’ 
AW20 runway 
show at Paris 
Fashion Week; 
performing at the 
Way Out West 
festival in Sweden
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“I’ve been in rooms, and there have been seven
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although I want to go back to the times when people

just used Instagram for…” she pretends to take a

selfie of herself pulling a face and doing the victory 

sign. “Now I find myself calculating posts so much.”

She’s pleased when we tell her that she is the cover

star of our positivity issue and we ask her what she

does to keep herself happy and positive. “It makes me

feel really happy to be on stage and to perform, it’s

when I feel really free. But also to go out, because I

have an amazing group of friends. I feel like we are
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RADAR

Compiled by R A C H E L  S T O R Y

Spring 
fling

 Designed during the global 
pandemic, Gül Hürgel’s 
resort 2021 collection 
is a masterclass in pure 

escapism. Taking inspiration 
from her native Turkey, 

Gül infuses playful prints 
and joyful colourways on 
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cottons and linens. Frothy 
frocks and palazzo pants  
in chintz and stripes will 

make your wardrobe sing.
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S H O P  S M A L L 

Now more than ever is the time 
to support local businesses – 
not least because you’ll own a 
little slice of something unique. 
Established in 2001, British 
designer Claire Mischevani 
uses old-fashioned tailoring 
techniques passed down by her 
grandmother. By appointment 
– or Zoom lately – Claire 
has dressed the likes of Kylie 
Minogue and members of the 
royal family. This season sees 
ready-to-wear pieces with pussy 
bows and statement sleeves,  
all with a stylish nod to the 70s.
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Trust us, these are ones you’ll actually want to stick to…

NEW YEAR STYLE 
RESOLUTIONS

1
FA S H I O N  F O O T P R I N T 

Rent. Reduce. Repeat. The 
mantra behind fashion rental 
platform Rotaro, which aims to 
promote new circular shopping 
habits for users to refresh their 
wardrobes. Contemporary  
cool brands, from Shrimps to  
The Vampire’s Wife, are at  
your disposal from as little as 
£15 for a four-day loan period. 
Founded by industry insiders,  
the carefully-curated edit  
includes current season pieces 
and, with eco-friendly cleaning, 
packaging and delivery, it’s the 
future for a hit of retail therapy 
minus the guilt (or price tag). 

Jumper, rent 
from £29, 
Shrimps at Rotaro

Vegan leather
boots, £695,
Stella McCartney

2
S T E P  I N T O  V E G A N 

For those looking to kickstart the 
year with Veganuary, it doesn’t  
have to stop at what you eat. Using 
alter-nappa, Stella McCartney’s 
shoes and bags are made from 
polyester and polyurethane, while 
the coating is largely produced 
using renewable vegetable oil.  
The brand’s now cult Emilie boots, 
with their wooden platforms,  
use macadamia wood sourced 
without deforestation. In these 
shoes, you can literally stand tall.

Jumpsuit, 
£995, Claire 
Mischevani 
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I N V E S T  F O R  L I F E 

Chloé and Fusalp have joined 
forces for the first time to create 
a skiwear capsule that marries 
expertise with luxury design. 
While the collection is a match 
made in heaven for the slopes,  
it also includes colour-blocked 
knits and puffer jackets you’ll 
reach for every winter – heading 
to the Alps or not. But it’s this 
outrageously chic belted ski  
suit that’s captured our attention. 
So, if you’re a seasoned pro,  
or a bluebird-loving beginner, 
having all the gear – in this  
case – is a really great idea. 

F O R  L I F E

alp have joined 
rst time to create 
sule that marries 
uxury design. 

ection is a match
n for the slopes,  
colour-blocked
jackets you’ll
winter – heading 

not. But it’s this 
hic belted ski  
red our attention. 
seasoned pro,  

oving beginner, 
gear – in this  
ally great idea. 

Ski suit, £1,708,
Chloé x Fusalp

Locket necklace,
£179, Wonther

Top, £192, 
Jeans, £254, 
both Jonathan 
Simkhai

6
P R O T E C T  T H E  P L A N E T 

Jonathan Simkhai launched his 
label in New York in 2010, after 
years of experience as a buyer 
and merchandiser. Focusing 
on sustainability, his sister line, 
Standard, is an eco-friendly 
collection of wardrobe essentials. 
Jonathan’s move to LA and 
the relaxed ease of California 
living are at its roots, seen in 
slip dresses and knits with a 
twist. Recycled jersey and lace, 
organic cotton and laser-washed 
denim make up the timeless 
classics that strive to reduce our 
impact on the planet’s resources.

5
C A R RY  A  C RY S TA L 

A crystal a day keeps the bad 
vibes away, which is even 
better when they happen to 
look this pretty. Believed to 
combat negative energy, these 
semi-precious stones are thought 
to help safeguard the wearer. 
Cue NYC-based Wonther’s 
good vibes locket with its 
interchangeable crystals: rose 
quartz is said to boost feelings 
of calm and love; malachite  
(left) is for protection and 
confidence, while lapis lazuli  
is for those days where intuition 
and wisdom are needed. 
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This humble staple just 
got seriously snazzy, 

from bejewelled  
to logos – style  

them to be seen. 

3 of 
the 
best

S O C K S

Lurex, £100, 
Gucci 

Embellished, £570, 
Miu Miu  

F
E

N
D

I Floral, £34, 
Falke x Liberty London 

VICTORIA MAGRATH

London-based fashion and 
beauty influencer Victoria 
Magrath, perhaps better known 
as IntheFrow thanks to her two 
million social media followers, 
has partnered with British brand 
Holland Cooper for a personal 
edit of quintessentially classic 
pieces. Victoria, a long-standing 
fan of the brand and friend of 
founder Jade, is also the face of 
the edit, bringing her sought-after 
sense of style to the collection. 
Opposing the fast-fashion ethos, 
pieces are built to last a lifetime, 
from camel capes to trench coats 
in heritage fabrics including 
tweed and lambswool. We 
caught up with Victoria to find 
out more about the collection…

What was it about the Holland 
Cooper brand that made this 
partnership a perfect fit? 
Holland Cooper is the brand 
embodiment of my style, really. 
Cosy knitwear, structured coats, 
fitted jeans, incredible quality;  
I could go on and on. There  
isn’t one piece of its clothing  
that I wouldn’t wear and style.
You showcase your top picks 
from the collection, but which 
item is your absolute hero piece? 
The trench. Any of the trenches  
in fact, but the long, forest green 
and navy one is just killer. It makes 
any outfit look so fierce. The  
quality is truly outstanding, too,  

it’s a classic piece you will want  
to keep in your wardrobe forever.
As an influencer yourself, who  
or what influences you? 
I’m inspired by so much. Film, 
television shows, other influencers, 
fashion shows, Pinterest boards, 
editorial brand campaigns – the 
list goes on and on. The thing is, 
there’s inspiration everywhere you 
turn. You just have to continuously 
keep your finger on the pulse and 
try to be ahead of the game.
How do you plan your outfits for 
your shoots and Instagram feed? 
It all depends on the content  
itself or the context. If I’m shooting 
for a campaign, the clothing is 
influenced heavily by the brand,  
or even a colour scheme or 
sometimes by a mood. Otherwise 
I might choose outfits that are 
currently trending across social 
media that I know my audience  
will also feel inspired by. Other 
days I simply choose them 
according to my own mood. It 
definitely all depends on the day.
What other investment pieces are 
you coveting for the new season? 
I’ve just bought a pair of Versace 
biker boots, which are the most on-
trend, but comfortable, wearable 
chunky boots. I also recently invested 
in a yellow Chanel top-handle 
bag that I’ll be wearing with my 
Holland Cooper looks all winter, 
too. Basically, anything yellow  
or amber-hued and I swoon!

5  Q U E S T I O N S

Cape, £649,
Sweater, £125,
Shorts, £199,
Scarf (worn as 
belt), £149,
Hat, £129, all 
Holland Cooper

Lurex, £100, 
Gucci 
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Leopard, 
£99.95, Gap 
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The fashion equivalent to staying  
tucked-up in bed, the padded puffer  
will be your BFF that will see you  
through the cold snap. However, if  

being cloaked in an oversized quilt isn’t 
for you, dip into the look by way of 

pillow-puffed bags and quilted heels,  
for a more refined, ladylike approach.

DUVET 
DAY

T R E N D

Cropped, 
£325, Ganni

Shearling trim,
£805, Stand Studio  

Clutch, £805,
Maison 
Margiela

Belted, £359, 
Baum und 
Pferdgarten

HELLOFASHION.COM    37

Mules, £940,
Bottega Veneta 

Bag, £205,
AWAKE Mode
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Clutch, £805,,
Maison 
Margiela

Style tip
Make like editor 
Simone Sniekers 
by opting for a 
cheery sunshine 
shade. Here, her 
Rodebjer duvet 
coat offsets a 
classic combo 

of jumper, jeans 
and ankle boots
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Sindiso Khumalo’s label is as much about celebrating her culture and 
working towards change as it is about textiles and bespoke prints  

Words B E C K Y  D O N A L D S O N  

PART 
OF 
MY 

FABRIC

   

Words B E C K Y  D O N A L D S O N  

 





S
ocial justice and female empowerment are  
“part and parcel” of Sindiso Khumalo’s fashion 
label. When we speak to the designer from her 
studio in Cape Town, she’s putting together 
the final touches of her SS21 collection 
that will be shown virtually during Milan 

Fashion Week – her debut on the city’s official schedule. 
Something that makes her both excited and nervous.

She’s further elated having recently discovered  
she’ll be part of the 2021 Net-a-porter The Vanguard 
programme, a global mentorship that supports emerging 
design talent. “For me, I feel a little bit like Robin Hood: 
selling luxury clothes to Net-a-porter and then helping  
to remove women from poverty. That is my agenda.”

For her collections, Sindiso, who’s worked with the 
United Nations’ Ethical Fashion initiative for many  
years, connects with small non-profit making workshops  
in Burkina Faso and South Africa, which produce many  
of the brand’s handmade pieces.

“We’ve also started a new initiative where I employ ex-sex 
workers. We train them in crochet and hand embroidery – 
this collection features crochet pockets on our jackets, all 
made through the workshop. We try to give these women a 
new life, not only away from their pimps, but to provide them 
with a more stable environment and a reliable income.”

Along with this sensibility, and a strong emphasis on 
African heritage that draws upon her Zulu and Ndebele 
roots, Sindiso explores the representation of black 
women from the turn of the 20th century up until the  
80s, who become her muses.

The current collection is inspired by Harriet Tubman, 
an African-American woman born into slavery. Escaping  
to freedom in Philadelphia in 1849, while in her late 
teens, she subsequently endured 13 missions back to the 
south, rescuing around 70 other enslaved people, using 
the underground railroad network.

“I was interested in the idea of this young girl, who  
was born into a harsh and painful reality, but I wanted to 
paint the story with her as the victor not as a slave,” she 
explains. “Many of the shapes are taken from old portraits 
of her and women of that time. She would wear a lot  
of green and olive colours, plus big Victorian collars.”

Sindiso worked with Cape Town-based artist Shakil 
Solanki, who created illustrations of the Constance  
plants that Harriet would have picked as a child; and  
the Philadelphia fleabane, which would have been one  
of the first wildflowers she saw upon reaching freedom. 
These were hand-printed onto silk taffeta dresses or 
embroidered onto collars.

“I feel like the whole Black Lives Matter movement  
is a story of hope, it doesn’t matter how dark things may 
seem, there is this positive message, like with Harriet.  
We need to tell these stories to remind ourselves of the 
strength of people and humanity. And also, that the 
underground railroad was not just black people, it was 
both African-Americans and white Americans.”

Adding an unexpected layer to the narrative, the collection’s 
short film directed by Jonathan Kope and featuring model 
Nina Henry, was filmed in Philadelphia, South Africa, a 
two-hour drive from Cape Town, where Sindiso is based.

“It was really random that we found the location. We 
obviously couldn’t leave the country because of lockdown, 
of course it would have been nice to have shot the film  
in America, but we did manage to shoot it somewhere 

TOP TO BOTTOM  
A dress from 
Sindiso’s latest 
collection; the 
South Africa-based 
designer; one of her 
wildflower prints; 
green and olive 
shades form part 
of her historical 
inspiration
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label. When we speak to the designer from her
studio in Cape Town, she’s putting together 
the final touches of her SS21 collection
that will be shown virtually during Milan

Fashion Week – her debut on the city’s official schedule.
Something that makes her both excited and nervous.

She’s further elated having recently discovered
she’ll be part of the 2021 Net-a-porter The Vanguard
programme, a global mentorship that supports emerging
design talent. “For me, I feel a little bit like Robin Hood:
selling luxury clothes to Net-a-porter and then helping
to remove women from poverty. That is my agenda.”

For her collections, Sindiso, who’s worked with the
United Nations’ Ethical Fashion initiative for many
years, connects with small non-profit making workshops
in Burkina Faso and South Africa, which produce many  
of the brand’s handmade pieces.
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workers. We train them in crochet and hand embroidery –
this collection features crochet pockets on our jackets, all
made through the workshop. We try to give these women a
new life, not only away from their pimps, but to provide them
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Along with this sensibility, and a strong emphasis on
African heritage that draws upon her Zulu and Ndebele 
roots, Sindiso explores the representation of black
women from the turn of the 20th century up until the  
80s, who become her muses.
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an African-American woman born into slavery. Escaping
to freedom in Philadelphia in 1849, while in her late
teens, she subsequently endured 13 missions back to the
south, rescuing around 70 other enslaved people, using 
the underground railroad network.

“I was interested in the idea of this young girl, who
was born into a harsh and painful reality, but I wanted to
paint the story with her as the victor not as a slave,” she
explains. “Many of the shapes are taken from old portraits
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Solanki, who created illustrations of the Constance
plants that Harriet would have picked as a child; and
the Philadelphia fleabane, which would have been one
of the first wildflowers she saw upon reaching freedom.
These were hand-printed onto silk taffeta dresses or 
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“I feel like the whole Black Lives Matter movement
is a story of hope, it doesn’t matter how dark things may
seem, there is this positive message, like with Harriet.
We need to tell these stories to remind ourselves of the
strength of people and humanity. And also, that the
underground railroad was not just black people, it was 
both African-Americans and white Americans.”

Adding an unexpected layer to the narrative, the collection’s
short film directed by Jonathan Kope and featuring model
Nina Henry, was filmed in Philadelphia, South Africa, a
two-hour drive from Cape Town, where Sindiso is based.

“It was really random that we found the location. We
obviously couldn’t leave the country because of lockdown,
of course it would have been nice to have shot the film
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 that felt like the place that would have been her freedom.”

The ethereal five-minute film entitled Minty, which was 

Harriet’s childhood name, embodies her solo walk to freedom, 

which in reality was 100 miles. “It’s meant to be quite childlike, 

in a sense. Harriet had narcolepsy, she would just fall asleep – so 

in some of the scenes we show her sleeping. She would often say 

she’d find the road to freedom when she was in her dreams.”

Sindiso, who completed a masters in design for textile at 

Central Saint Martins, also does her own hand cut-outs and 

illustrations – textiles being a starting point for each collection. 

“I play between those and the shapes, but I always try to 

flesh out what the textiles are actually saying, so at each stage 

we really try to keep the hand of the garment as a textile.”

Before moving to London, Sindiso studied architecture  

at the University of Cape Town, which she says helped her 

become a fashion designer. “It taught me a real understanding 

of materials, which is fundamental with the work that I do  

now. Also, architecture is very altruistic in the way it is always 

trying to make people’s experiences better. Whilst studying,  

I was mainly interested in social housing, so I was thinking 

about the same socio-economic ideas – I’ve just now 

transferred them into fashion.

“It also gave me a real understanding that material is the  

core of design: how it’s made and all of the processes. For us,  

we try to do a slow artisanal approach with every piece. It’s  

very important that things aren’t over processed and we try  

to communicate the slowness to the customer.

“It’s also about being honest with them, if 

you’re making things this way you’re going to 

have limitations with orders, because you  

can’t tell people to crochet faster, it takes time. 

So, we need to make sure that each item has  

a limited number, and once you’ve reached 

capacity, you can’t have any more. Just like 

architecture, it’s a slow, methodical process.”

After graduating in Cape Town, Sindiso 

moved to London to work for award-winning 

Ghanaian-British architect, Sir David Adjaye, who designed 

the National Museum of African American History and 

Culture in Washington DC, amongst other iconic buildings.  

“David noticed I was more interested in Vogue magazines 

than the Architectural Digest,” she jokes. “I worked on a lot  

of his projects that were fashion-related, including one  

at Selfridges. He is someone who told me to really think  

about what I wanted to do,” she says, of her early thoughts 

about moving into a different field.

“Also, being in London, I was exposed to the immensity  

of design options, it opened me up. So, I decided to do 

textiles, because I felt that would be the one thing where  

I wouldn’t lose architecture completely, I might be able  

to participate in interiors, maybe.”

She describes her course at Central Saint Martins as,  

“Busy, amazing and joyful”. And at the time she lived just  

off London’s Brick Lane. “But it was before it got posh,”  

she laughs. “I’ve always lived east, it was raw and I loved  

all of the different cultures: west African; west Indian; 

Bangladeshi… that’s so important to your creative process, 

taking it all in. You can’t live there and not feel something.”

In 2014, while still living in London, Sindiso set up her 

self-named label, then fell pregnant with her son (she now 

also has a daughter), so took some time out, before her and 

her husband moved back to South Africa, two years ago.

“We have two kids, and felt we wanted them to have  

the experience of being here. South Africa isn’t perfect,  

we have a lot of crime, the power cuts… but I want to  

be part of a generation that talks about the hope and  

the positive side of the country.

“There’s enough negativity in the world, I want to show 

people the other side: the nature; beautiful people and our 

wonderful culture – I want to bring that story to a global 

audience. And not just as a South African, but an African. 

It’s a multifaceted layered place, filled with so much hope.”

Growing up in Durban, Sindiso had two strong  

female role models. Her mother is a former political 

activist who fought against the apartheid regime and  

her maternal grandmother was a master pattern cutter 

and sample machinist who taught her to sew.

“Making clothes was very much part of my upbringing.  

I didn’t think of it as fashion design, I thought, this is  

just a thing that I do. I was sewing shorts when I was 12.”

And, in turn, her mum taught her about social 

responsibility. “She has always worked with a lot of 

charities, she ingrained in me that you can change the 

status quo. I think some people never thought that South 

Africa would be free from apartheid. And we wouldn’t  

be if it wasn’t for people like my mum and all the others 

who sacrificed their lives and freedoms for this.”

And Sindiso wants to be part of the next generation  

to carry on that message. “Nothing is as set as you think  

it is, if there is something you believe in and want to 

change, then set your heart to it. I think 

that was a big thing for me and something  

I’m working towards with my business.”

Because of the artisanal way she designs 

and produces, creating modern yet 

sustainable pieces, this a natural process for 

Sindiso, however she feels that the subject 

of sustainability is a bigger conversation.

“Often people approach the subject 

through only the environmental side,  

but I think it’s much deeper than that. 

Hand weaving is a form of sustainability, because it’s in  

the heritage of Burkina Faso. It’s also about sustaining 

communities, and building them through the work that 

you do, and I feel like that is a key part.”

Another positive to come out of Covid, is that the eight 

finalists that were shortlisted for the 2020 prestigious LVMH 

Prize, for which Sindiso is one, were all named winners.  

“We shared the prize! It was a potent moment and we all 

became good friends and continue to support each other.  

It felt like a really nice way to see how things could be.

“It’s the biggest prize I’ve ever won, but it’s not just  

the money, it’s the way that LVMH really looks after us.  

I receive emails from our mentor, who is the CEO of one  

of the biggest brands, she’s always looking out for me on 

different things, it’s extraordinary to have someone on 

such a high level even check my emails.”

Right now, with a few days to go before her digital show, 

Sindiso is heading back to the studio to listen to FKA  

Twigs. “I’m so stressed and her voice helps me through it,” 

she laughs.

As well as that she tells us, “Because I’m missing London 

I’m listening to lots of Skepta and Stormzy, right now – I’m 

having a real British artist moment.

“But I’m always very homesick. When I was in London,  

I played South African music, and here it is mainly British. 

I lived in London for 18 years, so it’s definitely my second 

home and I feel it’s a part of me – it’s part of my fabric.” ■

‘IF THERE IS 
SOMETHING 
YOU WANT 

TO CHANGE, 
SET YOUR 

HEART TO IT’
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Heavenly 
hybrid

Capes are more 
versatile than 

you may think; 
we’ve seen lots 
based on more 

classic outerwear 
such as trench 

coats (right) and 
long Mackintosh 

styles

Exaggerated 
shapes 

Let the coat do 
the talking, and 
go all out with 
long sleeves, 

oversized knits 
or a boxy crop. 
Pair with chic 
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clothing to really 
stand out

SUPER
HEROES

From cosy to couture, graphic  
prints to bold patterns, wrap up  
warm this season in a chic cape.  

It’s the invincible investment!
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Printed, £880,  
Nadya Shah

Full length, £875, 
Joseph

Wool, £215, 
Guess

Elegant, £2,000, 
Gucci

Opulent, £24.99, 
H&M x The Vampire’s Wife
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Print & 
pattern

Style muse, Emili 
Sindlev (below 
left), gets it spot 

on with this 
kaleidoscope 
zebra pattern. 
Other cape 
lovers are 

sticking to all-
over logos
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hfm INSTACHART

HFM’s edit of the most inspirational and original feeds on Instagram.  
&VS[WI�XLIWI�WX]PMWL�HMKMXEP�EKI�MRÂYIRGIVW�RS[���

1.
Nails 

@ A N N A . N A I L S .

B E R L I N

It would be easy to 
lose an hour or two
trawling through Anna’s 
Instagram account, 
saving multiple images 
for inspiration of how 
you want your nails to 
look. Intricate designs 
of nature and animals 
sit next to unique and 
artsy experimentations 
with blobs of colour, 
and subtle geometric 
styles coincide with 
elegant red manicures. 
But it’s the comical 
nails we like best; little 
drawings of silly faces 
and monsters that you 
wouldn’t notice until 
you look up close.
Follow for: never 
ending nail-spiration
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4.
Animals  

@ B L A N C O B U N 

Little cutie Queen 
Blanco is sure to put 
a smile on your face.
With158k followers 
and counting, this 
fluffball will fill your 
feed with ‘dancing’ 
to all kinds of music 
(Cardi B’s WAP is a 
fave) and nibbling on 
fruit in slow motion, 
which is oddly relaxing 
to watch. But her best 
posts are when she’s 
wine tasting (licking  
the side of the glass), 
in a forever Friday 
mood we all relate to.
Follow for: cuteness 
overload

5.
Interiors  

@ C L A U D E H O M E

Minimalists and 
vintage lovers,  
this one is for you.  
Claude Home is  
a New York-based 
vintage interiors store, 
and a place for 
contemporary designers 
and artists. It features 
new pieces for sale 
(prices are not for  
the faint-hearted),  
big names in interior 
design, such as Mies 
van der Rohe, and 
inspiring images of the 
most beautifully-curated 
rooms. You’ll want to 
re-do the entire house. 
Follow for: a design 
revamp

FEEDS to FOLLOW

Taking shape
These superb 
sculptures by 

Chandler 
McLellan are 
among the 

treasures found  
@claudehome

0MOI�E�REXYVEP�
woman

on your wall? 
The blooms  
and prints  

 @roseengland 
london will 
inspire you

3. 
Fashion 

@ C H A I N K Y R

This sleek ‘gram 
is a self confessed 
“art experiment” by 
the Ghanaian-born 
creative Na Chainkua 
Reindorf. A mix of style 
and art, every other 
image is a source of 
inspiration. A pair of 
vintage orange velvet 
armchairs, a black  
and white sculpture, 
one of her own block-
coloured tapestries, 
and next to it is an 
outfit inspired by those 
colours or patterns.
Follow for: art and 
fashion intertwined

2. 
Art  

@ R O S E E N G L A N D

L O N D O N

These are the prints 
you immediately want
to put up around your 
home. With a palette 
of terracotta, ochre, 
lilac and olive green, 
the block colours are 
anything but harsh, 
and are mostly of the 
female form (her bio 
describes how she 
represents all women 
through her art). 
Fashion also plays a 
part in her illustrations: 
the beautiful prints 
displayed on her 
figures reflect the time 
she spent as a high 
street pattern designer. 
Follow for: beautiful 
and affordable art
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institutions to bring to life the latest 
in fabric innovations (such as 
lightweight seaweed fibre), these 
planet-friendly, vibrantly-coloured, 
gender-free tracksuits have become 
a huge Insta hit, with each new 
colour pop selling out within hours.

Niomi Smart, one of the UK’s OG 
YouTubers, recently launched her 
own skincare line – and it’s really 
rather wonderful. Having dedicated 
over two years to creating her 
cruelty-free and 100% vegan Smart 
Skin products, I particularly 
recommend the Golden Jelly 
Cleanser, which provides the exact 
nourishment we need during winter.

A new year’s resolution I always 
try and stick to is to go through my 
wardrobe and see which items need 
a little TLC. This year, The Restory 
repainted and restored my most 
beloved Gianvito Rossi white boots. 
Now looking brand new, it’s about 
buying less and buying better...
Visit thelondonchatter.com or follow  

@thelondonchatter

Blogger Kelly Eastwood, aka  
The London Chatter, shares her 

adventures and conscious buys

Boots, £1,290, 
Gianvito Rossi

TOP Maternity 
Jeans, Paige, 
Boots, Ghazal, 
Bag, JW 
Anderson at 
net-a-porter.com 
LEFT Kelly spent 
a night at the 
University Arms 
in Cambridge 
– and loved 
its sensational 
bathtubs

I
’ve decided maternity dressing 
at this time of the year is far less 
stressful than in the summer 
(“I love a heatwave,” said no 
pregnant woman EVER!), and 

I’ve particularly loved discovering 
Loulou Studio (the brand founded 
by Parisian street-style star Loulou 
De Saison), and its effortless, classic 
styles. This turtleneck sweater and 
oversized linen trench (above) are 
now firm bump-friendly favourites. 

I was lucky enough to be invited 
to spend the night at the University 
Arms, a historic hotel set in the 
heart of Cambridge, which has 
undergone a ravishing make-over. 
Quintessentially English in style, 
make sure, when not wallowing in 
your bedroom’s huge bathtub, to 
book its pizza and punting Date 
Night on the glistening River Cam.

If the last year taught us 
anything, it was that we all needed 
to seriously up our loungewear 
game! Enter: Pangaia. Partnering 
with the world’s leading research 

Hoodie, £94, 
Pangaia

Golden Jelly
Cleanser, £24, 
Smart Skin

     Kelly’s

STYLE 
  CHATTER 
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ONES TO 
WATCH

Scene stealer...

Notable for their views and their style,  
XLIWI�VMWMRK�WXEVW�JVSQ�ÁPQ�ERH�JEWLMSR�EVI�
all on the up-and-coming radar at HFM
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Actress Alexandra 
rose to fame starring 
in Straight Outta 
Compton and  
Love, Simon, before 
hitting the big time 
as Storm in the 
X-Men franchise. 
Off-screen, though, 
it’s her effortless style 
that’s turning heads. 
What’s next? She’ll 
be appearing in the 
highly-anticipated 
musical Tick, Tick… 
Boom! – and we’re 
counting down the 
525,600 minutes!

hfm THESCENE

A D E S U WA

US-born Thai-Nigerian 
model Adesuwa can 
rock any look, but uses 
her platform to speak 
out about injustice and 
champion the under-
represented. Scouted 
on campus while 
studying chemistry, 
modelling paid the 
bills but in 2018 she 
directed Spring In 
Harlem, exploring 
Muslim women’s 
relationship with 
the hijab. Her latest 
undertaking is Legacy 
Project, an online 
shopping site where 
artists and designers 
sell for a fair price. 

525,600 minutes!
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M AYA  H AW K E

Maya dropped out 
of Juilliard for her 
on-screen debut as Jo 
in the BBC’s 2017 
adaptation of Little 
Women but is best-
known for sailor-suit 
wearing Robin in 
Stranger Things. She 
also popped up in 
Quentin Tarantino’s 
Once Upon A Time 
In… Hollywood. Maya 
rocks a Dior dress as 
effortlessly as her mum, 
Uma Thurman, and 
is out to conquer the 
music scene with a folk 
album Blush, of which 
dad, Ethan Hawke, is 
said to be very proud. 

H U N T E R 

S C H A F E R

Hunter was modelling 
in New York when she 
won the role of Jules, 
a funny and warm-
hearted transgender 
woman navigating her 
identity and sexuality 
in Euphoria. The trans 
actress champions 
new designers like  
Lou Dallas and Luar, 
and inspired fans  
by fighting a 2016 
bill that would only 
allow people to  
use the bathroom  
that corresponded to  
their assigned gender.
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TAY L O R  R U S S E L L

Raised in Vancouver, 
Taylor hot-footed it to 
LA – determined to 
make it. After landing 
the role of Judy in the 
Lost In Space Netflix 
reboot she went on 
to star in the critically 
acclaimed drama 
Waves. A lifelong fan 
of Chanel, she bagged 
a front row seat at 
the SS20 show and 
looked resplendent in 
its signature tweed. 
The star has now set 
up shop behind the 
camera and recently 
directed The Heart Still 
Hums with her best 
friend Savanah Leaf. 
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ALL
TERRAIN

Kit yourself out in hiking boots, cosy knits, shearling and 
performance fabrics and you’ll be ready to tackle anything

Fashion Director J O D I E  N E L L I S T   Photography A N N I E  B U N D F U S S
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Reversible  
coat, £1,195, 
Marfa Stance
Swimsuit,  
£305, Medina 
Swimwear
Boots,  
£115, Sorel
Socks, £21, Falke
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£115, Sorel
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Jumper, £229,  
Baum und 

Pferdgarten
Hat, £45, Arket

OPPOSITE
Coat, £205, 

Sportmax Code  
at Fenwick

Gilet, £89, Plümo
Turtleneck,  

£24.90, Uniqlo
Cycling shorts,  

£70, Ernest Leoty 
Boots, £520,  

ATP Atelier
Socks, £38,  
Troy London
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Jacket, £350,  
Troy London

Roll neck,  
£450, Tod’s

Shorts, £70, Prévu
Boots, £160, Sorel
Socks, £21, Falke
Backpack, £109, 

Sandqvist

OPPOSITE
Jumper, £149,  

Celtic & Co
Bucket hat, £325, 

Emily-London
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Coat, £329,  
Barbour x  

Alexachung  
at Fenwick

Tabbard jumper, 
£153, Sonia  

Carrasco
Jumper (worn 
underneath),  
£185, APC

OPPOSITE
Jumper, £195, 

Sportmax Code  
at Fenwick
Roll neck, 

 £275, Wolford
Trousers, £170,  

Helly Hansen
Boots, £330, 

 Diemme
Socks, as

before, Falke
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Swimsuit, £370, Eres
Hat, £29, Cos

OPPOSITE
Gilet, £295, Descente
Turtleneck, £45, Fila
Culottes, £295, Joseph
Boots, £224,  
Red Wing Shoes
Socks, £21, Falke
Bag, £55, Sandqvist
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Fashion assistant 
Francesca Scott

Hair & make-up  
Irena Rogers using  

Hair by Sam McKnight  
and Estée Lauder

Casting Myra Gonzalez 
at myragonzalez.com 

Photographer’s assistant 
Luke Weller

 Model Georgia Chambers 
at Linden Staub
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hfm COMPETITION

Dress, £42
Boots, £45

Get set for the new season with 
our exclusive prize courtesy of 
the high street favourite

WIN! 
£1,000 
TO SPEND 
ONLINE 
AT NEXT

A  
new year calls for a new 
wardrobe – and we’re looking 
optimistically ahead to the     
trends and (hopefully) the many 

opportunities to wear them. To celebrate 
the launch of its SS21 collection, we’ve 
teamed up with Next to bring a much-
needed boost to one lucky reader with 
the chance to win £1,000 to spend 
online. Whether you’re looking for a new 
trophy coat, the perfect maxi dress or a 
do-it-all pair of boots, you’ll find a vast 
array of stylish solutions at Next. And 
with the entire range offering excellent 
value for money, the only challenge 
will be narrowing down your wish list. 
We love this smart checked dress (right) 
paired with chunky lace-up boots for an 
easy take on workwear. So enter our 
prize draw today and start dreaming of 
your own #ootd ensembles. Good luck!   
Discover the new season collection  

at next.co.uk

VISIT HELLOFASHION.COM/PRIZE TO ENTER

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Entries close on 1 February at 11.59pm. There will be one winner of £1,000 to spend online at next.co.uk. The prize is not transferable 
and cannot be exchanged for cash. The prize cannot be redeemed against non Next branded goods, electrical goods or sale items and cannot be combined with 
any other promotional offer. Next products are subject to availability and substitutes may be given if stock is not available. Should the prize become unavailable, a 
substitute of equal value will be provided. The prize draw is open to residents of the UK, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. Confirmation of the prize will be 

made in writing to the winner by email using the contact details provided upon entry. The winner must respond within 14 working days. The prize must be spent within 
three months or becomes void. For standard terms and conditions, visit hellomagazine.com/terms.
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LUXE LESS
A CATWALK FEEL FOR A HIGH-STREET STEAL? YES, PLEASEÉ

A love 
story

Scandi label Samsøe Samsøe 
felt there was a need to step 
back and dig deeper than its 

usual cool-girl minimalist aesthetic 
this season. Its SS21 collection, 

entitled Local Love, explores  
the global and local subcultures 

of Nørrebro, Copenhagen’s  
most culturally diverse 

neighbourhood, and home to the 
brand’s headquarters. Folkloric 

traditions and cross-cultural 
references are portrayed through 

geometric prints, oversized 
silhouettes and traces of florals, 

while the palette is made  
up of soft, earthy tones. This  

new era is shaping up nicely… 
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Dress, £210
Sandals, £170
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Our pick of the most enticing high street buys – your purse will thank you!

Coat, £99,
Dress, £39.50,
Boots, £49.50, 
all Marks & 
Spencer

Floral delight
The high collar 
and balloon 

sleeves give this 
blouse a real 
wow factor. 

Layer a chunky 
sweater over 

the top and add 
plenty of gold 

jewellery. 
Blouse, 

£59.99, H&M

Gold rush
Chunky chain 

necklaces were 
all the rage last 
season. Now 
the attention 
has turned to 

our wrists. Slip 
on and layer 
accordingly. 
Bracelet, 
£34.95,  

Seol & Gold

Carry on
Set aside your 
miniature bags 
and make way 
for practical, 

oversized totes. 
This leather  
style features 
orange cord 
made from 

recycled rope. 
Bag,  

£180, Cos

2

hh
Chunky chain 

necklaces were 
all the rage last 
season. Now 
the attention 
has turned to 

our wrists. Slip 
on and layer 
accordingly. 
Bracelet, 
£34.95,  

Seol & Gold

Winter booty
A new pair  

of boots brings 
all of the winter 

joy. Invest in  
a versatile 

colour like black 
or brown to get 
maximum wear 

out of them. 
Boots, £130, 
Steve Madden
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hfm LUXEFORLESS

Best dressed
For a new 

season 
investment to 

see you through 
to spring, wear 
this with boots 
now and then 

sandals for later. 
Dress, £159, 

Whistles

Take a bow
This adorable 
jumper ticks off 
three AW20 
trends in one. 

Pair with leather 
trousers for 

evening drinks, 
and jeans and 
boots for crisp, 
wintry walks. 

Jumper, 
£29.99, Zara

It’s a wrap
A chunky 
statement  
scarf is the 
perfect way 

 to accessorise 
your winter 
coats. Multi-

coloured checks 
will go with 

everything, too.
Scarf, 

 £69, Arket

Cold comfort
While 

hibernation 
season is in full 
swing, you’ll 

need the perfect 
coat when you 

do actually leave 
the house. This 
camel number 
ticks all boxes. 

Coat,  
£325, Reiss

6
Shirt, £369,

Trousers, 
£279,

Bag, £225,
Sandals, 

£295, all 
Marc Cain 
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 STYLE STAPLES 

Trouser Suits

A trouser suit is the perfect year-round investment and can 
be styled for all occasions. While sharper tailoring lends 
itself to workwear, looser styles are great for off-duty days.
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Ring, £79, Daisy London Bag, £55, Charles & Keith Roll neck, £95, Ganni Belt, £60, UterqüeTrainers, £130, GeoxRing, £79, Daisy London Belt £60 Uterqüe

Corsage blazer,
£99.99, Trousers,
£79.99, H&M

Single-button
blazer, £135,
Trousers, £95, 
& Other Stories 

Pocket-detail
blazer, £135,
Trousers, 
£99, Arket 

Velvet blazer, 
£295, Trousers, 
£175, LK Bennett 

Printed blazer, 
£249, Trousers,
£159, Baum und
Pferdgarten 

Check blazer,
£199, Trousers,
£119, Baukjen 

TIP-TOP
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Sweater Dresses

Seen everywhere from Bottega Veneta to Ulla Johnson, the 
sweater dress is the mid-winter hero that’ll have you ready 
in 15 minutes. Simply add chunky boots and jewellery.

Consider these four essentials the key to mastering everyday winter dressing
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Jeans, £90, Sézane Bag, £50, Uterqüe Earrings, £9.50, Marks & Spencer Collar, £15.99, TopshopBoots, £250, Cos
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Roll neck, 
£270, APC

Grey, £79, 
Arket 

Ribbed, 
£25.99, Zara

Cream, 
£89, Cos 

Button detail,
£315, Sandro 
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n, the 
eady 
lery.

Puff sleeve,
£120, French
Connection
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Metallic,
£59, Marks 
& Spencer

Leather,
£225, French
Connection 
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Denim, £42,
Cotton Traders 

Printed, £65, 
& Other Stories 

With its longer length and flattering high waist, the midi 
skirt is a total winter all-rounder. Layer up with tights, 

boots and a chunky knit, or a chic camisole and heels.

W E A R  W I T H

Coat, £395, LK Bennett Jumper, £239, Sandro Boots, £180, Label/Mix Shirt, £75, Kitri Earrings, £24.99, H&M
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Midi Skirts 

Leather,
£179.99,
Mango 

Gingham, 
£165, Ganni 

Tiered, £50,
Forever New 

Asymmetric,
£235, Filippa K
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Fuzz-Factor Coats
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From textural teddy coats to 70s-inspired shearlings, 
designers are championing a luxe bohemian take on this 
winter staple. It’s an investment, but worth every penny… 

W E A R  W I T H

Denim jacket, £99, Whistles Necklace, £125, Missoma Dress, £149, Baukjen Bag, £190, Sézane Boots, £295, Grenson 

Layered, 
£1,199, Whistles 

Two tone,
£1,480, Sandro 

lings, 
e on this 
penny…

Zip front, £835,
Marc Cain 

PVC, £469,
Stand Studio 

Shaggy, £36,
George at Asda
 

Belted, £69.99,
Topshop 
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GAME-CHANGERS
The style

Hair slide, £40,
Valet Studio 

Bracelet, £100,
Celeste Starre

Jumpsuit, £595,
Nanushka

Waistcoat,
£305, Low
Classic 

Earrings, £245,
Lara Heems

Hat, £485,
Zimmermann 

8LI�SVMKMREP�WYTIV

MARGAUX 
HEMINGWAY 
Born in Oregon, US, the grand-
daughter of literary legend Ernest 
Hemingway began modelling when 
she became the face of Fabergé’s 
perfume Babe, and famously became 
the first ever model to sign a million-
dollar contract. A regular at iconic 
New York nightclub Studio 54, rubbing 
shoulders with the likes of Bianca 
Jagger and Liza Minnelli, Margaux  
was dubbed one of the original 
supermodels, but struggled with life  
in the public eye. She subsequently 
spent much of her time at her late 
grandfather’s house in Cuba, becoming 
a travel icon then and now. Photos 
from this time show a bushy-browed, 
grinning Margaux in printed tees, 
electric-blue jelly sandals and breezy 
linen separates. Mannish suiting with 
Cuban-inspired references, such as 
oversized collars, 80s jumpsuits and 
power shoulders also became her go-tos. 

Hat, £485,, ,
Zimmermann

late 
oming 
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wed, 
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Playsuit, £495,
Piece of White

Shoes, £310,
Tory Burch

Hair slid
Valet Stu
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Fashion royalty

PRINCESS DIANA 
Arguably one of the greatest fashion 
icons of the 20th century, Diana’s 
infamous looks still inspire celebrities 
and designers alike. From her 
school-run mum uniform of jeans, 
college sweatshirt and baseball cap,  
to 80s cocktail gowns in a dazzling 
array of jewel tones, Diana quickly 
became an inspiration on and off 
public duty. Overseas trips saw the  
late royal paying homage to the host 
nation through her outfits, from 
oriental silks in Japan, to sari-inspired 
sheaths in India. As her confidence 
grew, so did her outfit choices, 
making way for body-con gowns,  
sultry off-the-shoulder necklines and 
form-fitting dresses from the likes of 
Versace and Christina Stambolian. 
Pie-crust collars, polka dots and puff 
shoulders were all part of Diana’s 
fashion arsenal and these, alongside 
tartan, preppy knitwear and pastel 
suiting, are still influencing designers 
today, from Saint Laurent to Shrimps. 

Blazer, £2,195,
Saint Laurent 

Dress, £1,520,
Alessandra Rich

Xxxxxx, £Xx, 
Xxxxxxxxxx

Style tip
Exaggerated puff 

shoulders and 
oversized collars 

are having a 
major moment. 
Team yours with 
vintage pearl 

earrings for The 
Crown-worthy 

style points

Collar, £42,
Helen Moore 

Jumper, £295,
Usisi Sister 

Top, £265,
Ganni 

95,

Earrings, £339,
Carat London

XXXXXXXXXxxXxxxXxxxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXXXxxXXxxXxxXxxxxxxxxXxxxxXxxxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXXXxXxxXXxxxxXxxXxxXxxXxxxxXxxXXXXXxxXxxXxxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxxxXXXXXXxXxxxXxxXxxXxxxxxxxXXxxXXXxxXxxXxxXxxXxxXXXxxxXxxXxxXxxXXXxxXxxXxxxxxxxxXxxxXXXxxXxxxxXXXxxxXxxxxxxXXXxxxxxxxXxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxXXXxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxXxxXXXXXXxxxxxXXXxxxXxXxxXXXXXxxxxxXxxxxxxxXXXXxxxXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxXXxXXxxxxxXxxxxxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, £££, ££££££££, ££££, ££££££, £, £, £, £££££££, ££, £, £,, £££, ££££££, £, £, ££, £, £££££££££, £, £££££,, £££, ££££££, £, £, £, ££, ££, £, £££, £££, £££, £, £, £££, £, £££££££, ££££, £, ££££££, £££££, £, £££££££, £££££,,,,, £££, £,,,,, ££,,,,,,,  £, £,,,,,, £,,,, XxXXXXxXx,XxXx,XxXXx,Xx,XxXx,XxXxXx,Xx,Xx,Xx,xXXxXxXxXXxXx,XxXxXx,Xx,XxXxXx,Xx,x,XxxxXxXXxXxXXXXxXx,x,xxXx,XxXxXx,XXx,XXxXx,XxXxXx,XXXxXXx,XxXXxXxxxxXx,xXxxXXXXXXxXxXXXXxXxXxXXxXxxXXXXxXxxxxXXXXxXXxXXXxXxxxXXXxXXxXx,XXxxxxXXXxxXXXxxXXXXxxXXXx,x,XXXXxXxx,XXxxXxxxx,xxxxXXxxxxx,XxXxx,,,   ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
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e Coat, £925,
Lalo Cardigans
at cultmia.com 
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Rock’n’roll muse

MARIANNE 
FAITHFULL 
Friends with The Rolling Stones (and 
one of Mick Jagger’s tumultuous 
romances), singer Marianne 
epitomised the wild and carefree  
era of the 70s; summed up when she 
answered the door to police wearing 
nothing but a rug while under the 
influence. In the pipeline to hit the 
big screens, a biopic about her life 
entitled Faithfull is in pre-production 
with Lucy Boynton starring in and 
producing the film. Mini dresses,  
fur coats, knee-high boots and neck 
scarves were all Marianne’s faithful 
sidekicks. Oversized sunglasses and 
floppy hats hid rock’n’roll nights, 
while shaggy blonde bangs and 
lashings of doe-eyed-making mascara 
became her signature look. Her 
effortlessly cool and bohemian style 
– from undone bed hair to high 
hemlines and fuzzy knits – continue 
to be re-interpreted by modern-day 
fashion icons including Kate Moss 
and Alexa Chung. 

Dress, £665,
Tory Burch

Scarf, £185,
Totême 

Boots, £535,
Paris Texas

Skirt, £395, The
Vampire’s Wife

Cardigan,
£225, Rixo

Chung. 

Style tip
Team leather  
with faux fur, 
high hemlines 
with Mary- 
Janes and  

add height to 
your hair. Rock 
star boyfriend  

a bonus

Clutch, £565,
Marina Raphael

Dress, £665,,
Tory Burch

Necklace,
£115, Wolf &
Gypsy Vintage

Sunglasses, 
£345, Linda 
Farrow

The
fe

Skirt, £395, T, ,
Vampire’s Wif

Shoes, £595,
Jimmy Choo
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Leading lady

TIPPI HEDREN
Hitchcock heroine Tippi managed 
to make running from a flock of 
attacking birds look glamorous; 
thanks to her supremely ladylike 
wardrobe created by the multi-
Academy Award-winning costume 
designer, Edith Head. Think 
nipped-in skirt suits worn with 
perfectly coiffed hair and effortless 
poise. The Minneapolis maven, and 
mother to Melanie Griffith and 
grandmother to Dakota Johnson, 
segued from modelling to the silver 
screen after legendary director 
Alfred Hitchcock spotted her in a 
drinks commercial and made her  
his leading lady. The star of his 
psychological thriller, The Birds, it 
was her timelessly elegant wardrobe 
on-and-off the screen that catapulted 
her to the best-dressed lists then  
and now. Not only did she inspire  
at least two of the late Alexander 
McQueen shows and a Louis  
Vuitton campaign, in 2018, at the 
age of 88, she became the face of 
Gucci’s timepieces and jewellery. 

Earrings, £76,
Mayol

Coat, £1,070,
Bernadette

Bag, £370,
S.Joon

Skirt, £235,
Erika Cavallini

Dress, £1,320, 
Emilia Wickstead

Heels, 
£470, Neous

Jacket, £125,
Palones

Ring, £65,
Daphine

JacJ
Pa
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Free spirit

MARSHA HUNT
Philadelphia-born Marsha moved  
to London aged 20 and it’s here 
that she carved her career as a 
model, actress and singer. The  
face of the trailblazing West End 
musical Hair, the show was the  
first of its kind to show nudity, 
bisexuality and anti-war irreverence; 
changing the landscape of theatre 
forever. Her romantic life was also 
widely publicised, having had affairs 
with both T Rex lead singer Marc 
Bolan and Mick Jagger. As well as 
rock star boyfriends, fringed suede, 
lace-up leather, flowing kaftans  
and her huge afro were all key  
to Marsha’s free-loving style.  
Not afraid to play with strong 
beauty looks, pops of block bright 
eyeshadow were worn up to the 
brow, while her hair became iconic 
in its own right. In true 60s style, 
oversized jewellery – she infamously 
wore nothing but to grace the  
cover of Vogue – wallpaper prints 
and mod white boots were also 
chief among her wardrobe staples. 

Bag, £260,
Maje

Earrings, £149,
Missoma

Coat, 
£1,795, Etro

Boots, £1,695,
Christian
Louboutin

Dress, £396,
Nanushka

Dress, £3,135,
Andrew Gn

Clogs, £290,
Ancient Greek
Sandals

Cuff, £215,
Wonther

Shorts, £185,
Uterqüe
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Disco queen

BIANCA JAGGER
Also a regular at Studio 54, wife of a 
Rolling Stone and best friend to 
Andy Warhol, Bianca Jagger was a 
bona-fide style icon of the 70s. Born 
in Nicaragua, Bianca met future 
husband Mick Jagger at a Stones 
concert in Paris and nine months 
later they married in St Tropez. Her 
wedding suit catapulted Bianca 
straight to the top of the style set – 
the unconventional bridal attire of 
an Yves Saint Laurent silk skirt, 
signature ‘Le Smoking jacket’ and 
white veiled hat was the first dip into 
Bianca’s love affair with tailoring. 
Now synonymous with impeccable 
suiting – think double-breasted 
tuxedos with wide-leg trousers – 
she’s also known for her disco days. 
As a muse to Halston, she donned 
sequins and Grecian-style draping, 
and most famously entered the club 
on a white horse for her 32nd 
birthday. Still a fashion legend, she’s 
regularly seen front row at the likes 
of Dior and Vivienne Westwood.
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Dress, £1,070,
Isabel Marant

Earrings,
£1,994, Amy
Russell Taylor

Sunglasses,
£345, Dior

Blazer, £210,
Trousers, £168,
St Agni

Bag, £810,
Paco Rabanne

Style tip
All-white suiting 
is a no-brainer 
when it comes 
to emulating 

Bianca, just add 
a contrasting  
pop of black  
in a collar  

or neck-tie to  
nail the look

Dress, £1,495,
Galvan

e
l

Dre
Gal

Platforms, £715, 
Giuseppe
Zanotti

Skirt, £1,468,
Amen
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CATWALK TRENDS, THE LATEST LAUNCHES, EXPERT ADVICE & CELEBRITY SECRETS 

F
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D
I
T Supercharge your self-care with our wellness guide and steal supermodel Fran 

7YQQIVW �̧FIEYX]�XMTW��4PYW��XLI�ÁVWX�glimpse of Chanel’s latest lip ink – swoon!  

ALL THE FEELS
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LEARN TO RELAX

According to the Mental Health Foundation,  
a staggering 49% of us have felt anxious or  
worried in the past fortnight, with women more 
likely to be suffering than men. No surprise, 
really, with the way 2020 played out. “Stress is a 
coping mechanism. That surge of cortisol powers 
up your heart and lungs. It is natural and a 

normal part of life, but it 
becomes a problem if that 
response mechanism is 
triggered regularly or for 
long periods of time,” says 
Dr Anna Persaud, CEO  
of This Works. A positive 
knock-on effect to the  
spike in stress is beauty 
brands are starting to think 
like wellness brands, with 
internal results proving  
as essential as external. 
“You need self-belief that  
you can cope and build 
resilience through practical 
solutions.” Step up the  

new and highly-anticipated This Works Stress 
Check Mood Manager, £15 (1),  
which contains ylang ylang essential  
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of total calm, as seen 
first-hand by Dr Jana  
Vogt at Mallucci London. 
“Through the use of 
expertly-placed needles  
and small doses, you can 
create a well-rested, calm 
look,” she says. “Similarly, 
you can use dermal fillers  
to create a rejuvenated 
appearance.” Gone are  
the days of looking ‘done’  
or purposefully more 
youthful, women simply 

want to look relaxed and well-rested. “With the 
needles carefully placed to prevent a furrowed 
brow, frown lines and fine lines around the  
eyes, which can signal tiredness, you will notice  
an overall more serene look.”    

BOOST YOUR SLEEP 

Three experts reveal their top tips 

“Keep your sleep space sacred by removing any 
tech and bright lights. An amber reading light  
can be really useful, as amber light doesn’t affect 
our sleep in the same way as blue and white light.” 
Rosey Davidson of @just_chill_mama

“Be mindful of staying up to watch the 10pm  
news as that can fuel anxiety just before bedtime. 
News is so readily available at any point in  
the day so try and catch up at a more civilised 
hour when you have time to process it.”  
Max Kirsten, sleep coach

“Exercising regularly is great for good sleep,  
but the timing and type really does matter. If  
it is high-intensity, you will spike your adrenalin 
and cortisol levels, which is something that can 
keep you awake. Always give yourself time to  
wind down and lower your body temperature  
with a cool shower.”  
Heather Darwall-Smith, sleep and insomnia therapist 

Then try spritzing some Zzs… Spray your 
sheets with Bloom & Blossom’s All Night Long 
Calming Sleep Spray, £15. Chamomile, rose, 
linden and lemongrass essential oils create the 
perfect blend to calm a whirring mind. 

Happy spray 

Spots & Stripes has 
bottled an alcohol-free 
aromatherapy blend 

of magnolia oil, neroli 
flower water and  

aloe vera leaf juice to 
lift low spirits, banish 
tension and brighten 
your complexion. 
Simply close your 
eyes, take a deep 
breath and use its 

Happy Spray, £15 
(2), as a facial spritz
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hfm BEAUTY

YOUR 
WEL LNESS  
TO -DO L I S T

Here’s how to read, listen  
and move yourself into  
optimum health mode 

  

Book

Try an online barre class 
at Fly Ldn. This low-impact, 
ballet, yoga and Pilates-

inspired workout uses little 
movements that make a  
big difference. Trust us,  
you’ll feel the burn and  
you don’t even need to  
leave your living room.

Read
Limited-edition hardback  
Good Vibes, Good Life:  

How Self-Love is the  
Key To Unlocking Your 
Greatness by Vex King  

(Hay House; £11.99) is  
full of inspirational quotes  
and beautiful illustrations 
– learn all about good 
vibrations and how to 

manifest positivity.

Listen

If you’re in  
the market for considered 
discussions about topics  

like intuitive eating,  
the art of breathing and 
recognising unconscious  
bias, then add Untangle  
(find it on Apple Podcasts)  
to your ‘must-listen’ list.

LOVE YOUR GUT

We get it, gut health is a far from a glamorous 
topic, but we are becoming more and more aware 
of the negative impact an unhealthy gut can have 
on overall health. “About 70% of your immune 
system resides in the gut,” explains Amanda Griggs, 
nutritionist at Urban Retreat’s The Whitehouse.  
“A healthy gut is a vital part of our health, 
wellbeing and happiness, so  
it’s really important to keep 
your healthy bacteria thriving.” 
And it goes beyond your  
torso, as the gut is linked to 
the brain. “Your gastrointestinal 
system and brain are closely 
connected, and the gut-brain 
axis can link anxiety to stomach 
problems. These feelings of 
being stressed can trigger the 
fight and flight response and 
your body basically thinks  
it needs to defend itself and  
uses its reserves to do so.”  
The impact is a sluggish 
digestive system and bloating, 
for which Amanda prescribes  
a hot soak in Epsom bath  
salts or a warm cup of fennel, 
ginger or peppermint tea. 
“Lying on your tummy on  
the floor will also help release 
gas, plus you can try elevating 
your legs when lying down.” 

Here, Amanda shares her 
top three ways to boost your 
good bacteria… 
Eat a rainbow diet with a wide 
range of plant foods to feed 
your gut microbes. Think dark 
fruits, vegetables, pulses, seeds 
and wholegrains for fibre.
Up your gut-friendly fats with 
nuts, avocado, olive oil and fish. 
A mix of prebiotic foods

– asparagus, onions, garlics 
and bananas – and fermented 
foods like miso, sauerkraut 
and live yoghurt, will 
encourage the growth of 
beneficial bacteria and boost 
recovery.   

POP A PILL

The next time you finish a course of antibiotics, 
Amanda recommends you take VSL#3, £44.85  
for 30 sachets, with a high concentration of 450 
billion bacteria in each daily sachet. Or, for 
general gut healing, try Bionutri Ecobalance, 
£43.95 for a 30-day supply (3), a four-in-one 
supplement that contains freeze-dried garlic, 
cinnamon oil and 10 billion prebiotics. 

DO YOUR BIT  

FOR THE PLANET 

In case you aren’t following David Attenborough  
on Instagram, now is the time to make  
changes to protect our planet. “The world is 
in trouble,” he says, via his IGTV. According to 
National Geographic, the amount of plastic waste 
that flows into the oceans every year is expected  

to hit 29 tonnes by 2040. With 
small changes, like swapping  
to reusable cotton wool discs  
and using packaging-free 
products at the forefront of 
our beauty regimes, recycling 
your make-up is the next step 
in sustainability. Make-up giant 
L’Oréal is leading the way with 
Maybelline New York teaming up 
with recycling brand TerraCycle 
to install recycling points in 
supermarkets nationwide.  
“Our research revealed 83% of 
make-up wearers would describe 
themselves as sustainability 
minded or environmentally 
aware, yet around half admitted 
they had no idea how to recycle 
make-up,” says Shivani Shah, 
general manager at Maybelline  
UK. The brand has pledged 
that by 2025, 100% of plastic 
packaging will be refillable, 
reusable, recyclable or 
compostable and, by 2030,  
100% of the plastics used in 
product packaging will either 
be from recycled or bio-based 
sources. Drop off your old, 
unwanted and used products 
at the recycling stations in over 
1,000 Boots, Superdrug, Tesco 
and Sainsbury’s stores. Or, if  
you want a brand that uses  
fully-sustainable ingredients,  
then give Biossance a go. Its 
Squalane and Vitamin C Rose 
Oil, £66 (4), is 100% plant 
based and cruelty free. It has 
a no-compromise attitude to 
ingredients, having banned  
2,000 potentially toxic  
substances, which is more than  

the 1,367 substances banned by the EU. Add  
that to the FSC-certified, conscious packaging 
with outer boxes made from sustainable 
sugarcane fibre. Then purchase it from  
Selfridges, which has its own initiative, Project 
Earth, which explores how we can change the  
way we shop by 2025 with the planet in mind,  
and there’s little more you could do to ensure 
you’re shopping ethically and sustainably while  
still enjoying gorgeous products.
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H IGH  AND 
M IGHTY

Try a CBD-based 
product for a body 
and mind reboot 

– turn over the page  
XS�ÁRH�SYX�QSVI���

Take a minute to  
refocus your thoughts 

with Apothem’s 
 Botanical CBD Day 
Drops, £85, 15ml

Soothe ‘maskne’ with 
Cannaray’s CBD Aloe & 
Arnica Skin Cream, £33

Revive your skin with 
Leaves and Flowers’  

Skin Sleep Cream, £65

Take care of your  
body from the  

inside with CBDII 
Nourish Capsules, £34

Hydrate your skin  
with Farm Girl CBD 

Facial Oil, £42

De-stress with CBD 
Candle Company’s 

CBD Infused Candle in 
Lavender, £20.95
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SAY NO  

TO SLEEP  

ANXIETY 

Sleep anxiety, it’s a  
thing. According to 
Kathryn Pinkham of 
The Insomnia Clinic,  
it is a type of anxiety 
usually related to 
performance or health 
associated with sleep  
deprivation. “People 
feel anxious that if  
they don’t get enough 
sleep, they won’t be  
able to perform at work 
or be a good parent. 
This anxiety about  
sleep leads to further 
poor sleep,” explains 
Kathryn. With common 

cases being the inability to fall asleep or waking 
through the night, here she shares her top tips 
for not over-focusing on sleep… 

1. Don’t spend too long in bed 

The first thing we do when we can’t sleep is 
start going to bed earlier to try and increase  
our opportunity for sleeping. Reduce the  
amount of time you spend in bed, go to bed 
later and get up earlier, this will encourage  
your body’s natural sleep drive to kick in.  
By reducing the time you spend in bed you  
will crave more sleep, fall asleep faster and  
find the quality will improve.
2. Stop clock-watching 

It can be tempting to look at the clock every 
time you wake up to monitor how little sleep 
you are getting. However, this only increases  
the pressure to fall back to sleep and makes  
it even more less likely. Set your alarm for  
the morning then try to avoid looking at the 
time again.
3. Don’t lie in bed awake 

If you can’t get to sleep, or have woken up  
in the middle of night, get out of bed. The  
longer you lie in bed trying to fall back to  
sleep, the more frustrated you’ll get. This,  
in turn, means you begin to subconsciously 
relate bed to feeling stressed and being awake 
rather than asleep. Leave the bedroom and  
do something relaxing, like reading a book, 
then when you are tired go back to bed.
4. Manage your thoughts 

A busy mind is one of the most common  
culprits in keeping us awake at night,  
so find a 20-minute window every day and  
write down what is on your mind. Ask  
yourself, ‘What is currently causing me to  
worry?’ to identify the top things that are  
on your mind.

BATHE AWAY  

THE BLUES 

A recent study by researchers at the University of 
Freiburg in Germany assigned 45 people suffering 
from depression to take a 30-minute soak in a 40C 
bath every evening, followed by a further 20 
minutes in a warm blanket with a hot water bottle, 
or to take 45 minutes of aerobic exercise twice a 
week. Eight weeks later, and using a depression 
scale to describe their mood, the bath and blanket 
group’s mental wellbeing improved by six points. 
So next time you turn on the taps, try adding BeYou’s 
Chamomile and Jasmine Bath Bomb, £5.99 (6),  
or revitalise with Kloris’ Revive Bath Block, £15 (7).

6

Light a  
feelgood candle

Get into your  
cosiest nightwear  
and let the neroli, 

orange blossom and 
ylang ylang in this  

Eym Soul candle, £39 
(5), invoke feelings of 
joy and happiness.  

It also helps to  
calm the nervous 
system, which we  

are delighted about 

5
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FEEL THE HIGHS 

CBD has become a star ingredient over  
the past few years, used in everything from  
oils and balms to drops and drinks. “People  
want an accessible and natural tool to help 
remedy daily issues, such as sleep disruption  
and stress,” explains Kloris 
founder Kim Smith. And 
CBD does just that.

So how does it work?  
CBD is just one of more than 
120 cannabinoids extracted 
from the hemp or cannabis 
plant. The CB1 and CB2 
receptors that are present  
in the brain control the  
likes of the immune system, 
inflammation, pain, 
coordination, mood and 
memory to name just a few, 
and CBD balances these  
out by regulating and 
supplementing the CB1 and 
CB2 receptors. This might  
all sound a little complicated, 
but understanding how CBD 
works makes it easier to 
choose the right way for you  
to incorporate it into your 
routine. “Taking it under  
the tongue is great for  
more systemic issues, such 
as sleep, anxiety, internal 
inflammation, overall 
wellbeing and immunity. 
Applying it topically to the 
skin is ideal for targeted use, 
such as skin conditions and 
local aches,” says Kim. Use  
the Kloris Uplifting CBD  
Body Oil, £35 (8), to target 
local aches and pains, or Dr 
Ed Rest Oil 5%, £48.99 (9),  
to help with sleep. 

Fancy taking it a step further? Gregor Zorn, 
Cannaray’s chief science officer, says, “With  
issues that are deeper in our body, such as joint 
pain, massaging the area for ten to 15 minutes 
usually increases the effectiveness and absorption”. 
Try a CBD massage at LondonCryo, and choose  
to focus on either deep relaxation or boosting the 
immune system by stimulating lymphatic drainage, 
both £120 for 60 minutes.

Transparency, quality and education are  
the buzzwords around the future of CBD,  
with brands trying out new ways of making  
the ingredient accessible. “Our focus is  
product innovation into the most enjoyable  
and effective ways of using CBD while retaining 
consistent quality,” says Kim. Some brands  
have even taken the innovation further. 
Activewear company Acabada ProActiveWear  
is currently trying to harness the power of  
CBD by allowing the skin to absorb it through 
specially-designed pyjamas, while the CBD  
Candle Company has created a range of  
CBD-infused candles (the clue is in the name)  
with scents from lavender to lemongrass,  

to aid sleep and relaxation.

HOW TO MANIFEST

We consulted Giselle La Pompe-Moore, 

spiritual advisor and founder of  

Project Ajna, for guidance  

What is manifesting? 

Manifesting harnesses the power  
of the mind to create the life  
that you desire, by bringing your 
thoughts into physical form. To 
manifest, we’re required to look  
at what’s in the way of us having 
what we want. This is usually 
rooted in limiting and self-critical 
beliefs. Through manifesting,  
we can start to see the world with 
endless possibilities, knowing  
that while we may not be able  
to control the outer world, we  
can control our inner world.
Step 1

Take your time to gain some  
clarity over what you’d really like 
your life to look like. Dig deep to 
see what your soul is craving and 
focus on how you want this desire  
to make you feel, this will really 
enrich your manifesting process. 
Step 2

Connecting with the universe,  
spirit, or anything you believe in is 
key for manifesting. Believing that 
this stuff works and being able to 
trust in what your manifesting is 
coming, is crucial. Daily meditation, 

journaling, or spiritual practice will fast-track this. 
Step 3

Embody what you’re trying to manifest, as soon  
as you ask for what you want. If you’re trying to 
manifest more financial freedom, then repeat 
money affirmations and learn about money 
management. Don’t keep checking in with what 
you’ve asked for, everything works in divine and 
aligned timing.

AND BREATHE . . .

Often feel breathless? Try  
these quick techniques from 

Alan Dolan, founder of 
Breathguru, while you’re on  
a run or sitting at your desk

Equalising breath
Breathe low down in your 
abdomen. This is known as 
abdominal belly breathing. 

Equalise your inhale and exhale 
using a ratio of 2:2 or 3:3  
inhale to exhale. You can 
practice this while walking  
before you bring it into your  
run to steady your breathing.

Punctuation breath
Sit up straight and join your 
hands together behind your  

lower back, taking them 
downwards to open your 

shoulders and chest. Still sitting 
upright, place one hand on the 
abdomen and inflate the tummy 

like a balloon as you inhale 
and let it go as you exhale. 

Practice this for a minute or two 
to bring calm when you are 

having a hectic day and feeling 
overwhelmed. If your stress  

levels are exceptionally high, 
lie on the floor and do the same 
balloon breath – this is a great 

nervous system calmer. 
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CBD has become a star ingredient over
the past few years, used in everything from
oils and balms to drops and drinks. “People
want an accessible and natural tool to help
remedy daily issues, such as sleep disruption
and stress,” explains Kloris
founder Kim Smith. And
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both £120 for 60 minutes.
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with brands trying out new ways of making
the ingredient accessible. “Our focus is
product innovation into the most enjoyable
and effective ways of using CBD while retaining
consistent quality,” says Kim. Some brands
have even taken the innovation further.
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CBD by allowing the skin to absorb it through
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money affirmations and learn about money
management. Don’t keep checking in with what
you’ve asked for, everything works in divine and
aligned timing.
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Often feel breathless? Try
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Alan Dolan, founder of
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a run or sitting at your desk
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Breathe low down in your
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abdominal belly breathing.
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using a ratio of 2:2 or 3:3
inhale to exhale. You can
practice this while walking
before you bring it into your
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Sit up straight and join your
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lower back, taking them
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shoulders and chest. Still sitting
upright, place one hand on the
abdomen and inflate the tummy

like a balloon as you inhale
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You’ll struggle to create 
the kind of shine seen 
on the catwalks when 
your blonde feels like 
straw. For bleached 
hair, use Redken Extreme 
Bleach Recovery Lamellar 
Treatment, £29 (right), in 
between your shampoo 
and conditioner. It’s a 
spanking new technology, 
previously only available 
in salons. It delivers 
conditioning ingredients, 
like proteins and glycerin, 
straight to the areas that 
need it most to give 
damaged hair immediate 
softness and shine.

A  S TA R  A C T I V E

Last year, boots.com 
saw a 120% increase 
in searches for retinol. 
If you’re a newbie, 
start your journey on a 
low dose with L’Oréal 
Paris Revitalift Night 
Serum, £24.99 (right). 
It balances 0.2% pure 
retinol with hyaluronic 
acid and glycerin to 
minimise dryness. Apply 
a pea-sized amount once 
a week and build up 
to using it every other 
evening. Always use an 
SPF as retinol can make 
skin more sensitive to the 
sun – even in winter.W
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Your best ever looking skin, breathe life into 
bleached hair and the coolest car freshener 

you’ve seen. Plus, retinol for beginners…

J O Y  R I D E

It’s time to ditch that  
musty old air freshener 
hanging off your rear 
mirror, because Jo 
Malone London has 
created a car diffuser, 
£48, with three 
delectable scent options. 
And, ooh, is it chic. 
Slip in the Lime, Basil & 
Mandarin scent refill to lift 
low spirits in a traffic jam 
or try the Peony & Blush 
Suede refill (£25 each), 
for the prettiest smelling 
vehicle you’ve ever sat in. 
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Our new skin goal? 
‘Heightened freshness’,  
as seen at Chanel. Use a 
featherweight foundation 
like Gucci Beauty Fluide 
De Beauté Fini Naturel, 
£46 (2) to cool redness 
and blur marks. Blot the 
T-zone with Dior Forever 
Cushion Powder, £42 (1), 
which is infused with 25% 
water so you never look 
powdery. Then sweep  
the terracotta blusher  
from Chanel Exclusive 
Creation Fleurs de 
Printemps, £52 (3), below 
cheekbones, fanning the 
brush outwards to finish.
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CLOCKWISE  
FROM ABOVE 
Shooting the 
Burberry Her 
campaign; on 
the catwalk 
for Victoria 
Beckham 

Lasting Finish
Lipstick in Alarm,
£5.99, Rimmel
London O

ut shopping in London  
with my sister in 2016,  
a chance encounter with 
a make-up artist led to 
an introduction with 

Storm Model Management,” says Fran 
Summers. “The agents I met signed me 
immediately and my career was born.  
I started modelling on weekends and in 
the holidays while I was still studying, 
and in 2018, once I completed school, 
I went full time.” Countless magazine 
covers, endless catwalk appearances 
(including Chanel, Dior and Chloé 
and campaigns for Prada, Marc Jacobs 
and Versace) followed, not that bad for 
a 21-year-old. Fran’s latest 
career conquest is becoming 
the face of Burberry Beauty. 
Partnering with a British 
fashion powerhouse is surely 
a dream gig for a Brit model? 
“If someone had told me a 
year ago I’d be the face of 
Burberry Beauty, I’d have 
laughed in their face. I love 
the creative spirit of the 
brand, and the heritage. 
Riccardo [Tisci, the creative 
director] met me, believed in 
me and wanted to push me.”  
What are the three products 
you couldn’t live without?  
I love a simple make-up look, 
like Burberry Beauty’s Fresh 
Glow Luminous Fluid Base  
in Nude Radiance, paired 
with a red lip and mascara. 
The red lip brings an elegant 
ease which I love. Mascara is  

a go-to for me. It’s so simple but  
can completely transform the look. 
What is your first memory of make-up? 
It started early. I would always sneak 
into my mum’s room and try on her 
lipstick and mascara, I’d come down 
looking like a clown but feeling like a 
princess. From then, I’ve loved make-up 
and the way it can change the way I feel.
Are you good at taking care of your 
skin? My two must-haves are definitely  
a good moisturiser and SPF by 
Lancaster. Lancaster Sun Sensitive 
Delicate Comforting Cream SPF 50+  
is my favourite. I’m not specific when  
it comes to the brand but you can’t  

beat a good old cocoa butter to keep 
skin healthy and I like Embryolisse 
Laboratoires skincare.
With your crazy work schedule, do you 
ever have time for beauty treatments?  
I sometimes get a hydra facial, it’s always 
so nice for my skin to just get everything 
cleared out once in a while, and I’m 
partial to a deep tissue massage now 
and then, because I get really tense.
What is your signature perfume?  
I love to use any scent that is fresh and 
lively, as I feel it reflects my personality. 
I also love floral scents, as they really 
remind me of my home in Yorkshire 
and walking in nature. I don’t have  
a fragrance wardrobe per se, but I like  
to change it regularly. For the winter  
I switched-up my fragrance to Burberry 
Her Eau de Parfum. I like a stronger 
scent on the cold days. 
Where do you get your inspirations 
from? I’m not really one to aspire to 

anyone [famous]. My  
friends and family always 
give the best advice and  
have a great outlook on life. 
I enjoy feeling grounded. 
How do you maintain your 
fitness? I love boxing and 
body combat. I try to do it  
at least once a week. It helps 

me maintain my shape, stay in good 
health and give me time for myself.
Please describe your everyday look in 
three words... Good, classic and simple. 
If I had to sum up British beauty, I would 
say warm, individual and confident. 
What’s the last book you read and series 
you watched? The Vegetarian by Han 
Kang, it’s an amazingly powerful book. 
I’m really into F1 and watched both 
seasons of Drive To Survive in a week.
You travel a lot for work, do you still 
consider London your favourite city?  
I love where I live and enjoy a simple 
walk by the canal near my home in 
north London, all the way through 
Shoreditch. It’s a long walk but so 
peaceful and beautiful in all seasons. As 
you go along it gets busier and you get 
more of a city vibe with the hustle. It’s 
so indicative of London by the water.  
Your top life hack? Approach everything 
with positivity, love and optimism. 

Yorkshire-born modelling phenomenon 
Fran Summers talks make-up essentials, 
good moisturiser and how she keeps her 
feet on the ground despite stellar success

Words A L I C E  M A N N I N G

BRITISH 
BEAUTY AT
ITS BEST 
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Scandaleyes 
Volume On
Demand Mascara,
£7.99, Rimmel
London 

Burberry Her 
Eau de Parfum
100ml, £99, 
Burberry Beauty

Fresh Glow
Luminous 
Fluid Base, 
£34, Burberry
Beauty
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I love a simple make-up look, 
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P E A R LY  W H I T E S

If you’re dubious about at-home 
whitening, Spotlight’s Teeth 
White Strips, £39.95, have 
been formulated by dentists 
to whiten without sensitivity 
due to their low, but controlled 
dose of hydrogen peroxide. 
”There is an old belief that the 
higher percentage of an active 
ingredient, the more effective it 
is, but it’s simply not the case,” 
says Dr Creaven, Spotlight’s 
co-founder. A quick and gentle 
treatment, which doesn’t involve 
chemicals is AirFlow Stain 
Removal, from £65 (from 
dental clinics nationwide). This 
technique uses high-pressured 
water, air and fine powder to 
blast away stains and plaque.
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WA N T  Y O U  T O  K N O W

UK dental expert Dr Kamala 
Aydazada, and founder of 
Kensington Cosmetic Dentist, 
reveals what you should  
and shouldn’t be doing…

Stop
Using charcoal
There is absolutely no  
scientific evidence to suggest 
that using charcoal toothpastes 
will have any positive impact 
on your teeth. The charcoal 
used tends to be much 
more abrasive than regular 
toothpastes and could lead 
to tooth wear and sensitivity.
Start  
Using fluoride
Anything that claims to be 
fluoride-free will not protect 
against tooth decay. Fluoride  
is really important as it reduces 
the demineralisation process, 
the first stage in tooth decay.
Stop 
Brushing after breakfast
Brush first thing in the  
morning, before breakfast. 
Due to the response between 
metabolised food and the  
production of acids, teeth 
become much softer after 
eating and are more  
vulnerable to acid abrasion.

C L E A N  U P

We’re clearly a dirty bunch, 
as almost half of us only 
change our toothbrush twice 
a year – far less than the 
recommended one to three 
months. If you’re looking 
for an upgrade, Oral-B’s 
newest gadget, the iO9 
Electric Toothbrush Rose 
Quartz, £250 (3), available 
from Boots, is as high-tech 
as a toothbrush gets. It 
uses artificial intelligence 
alongside the Oral-B app 
to track how well you brush 

and it has a pressure sensor 
which glows red if you’re 
brushing too hard. Many 
common dental issues  
like cavities and staining 
are largely caused by 
acid attacks from regularly 
consuming fruit, vegetables 
and fizzy drinks. Get into the 
habit of using a mouthwash 
like Regenerate Advanced 
Foaming Mouthwash,  
£10 (2), after mealtimes  
to help reverse the damage 
from daily acid erosion  
and restore lost enamel (the  
teeth’s protective outer layer).

A D U LT  A L I G N E R S

The influx of online orthodontists 
has meant that you can now 
straighten your teeth from 
home without a single trip to 
the dentist’s chair. After you’ve 
uploaded pictures for a dentist 
to analyse, app Straight Teeth 
Direct (below) will send you an 
impression kit and your invisible 
aligners soon after. It costs from 
£1,350 in total, saving you up 
to 70% off in-clinic prices and 
promises a straighter smile in  
as little as five to nine months.
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From at-home kits to dental treatments, 
here’s everything you need to get  

your healthiest and brightest smile 

Get your best smile

APPLIED 
BEAUTY

2

3

1

WAT E R  W O R K S

Thirty nine per cent of us still 
don’t floss regularly. “Even if 
food isn’t stuck in between your 
teeth, toothbrush bristles only 
get to around 60% of your 
mouth, so you need something 
else,” says dental hygienist 
Annastasia Kellett-Wright. 
Waterpik Cordless Select 
Water Flosser, £79.99 (1), is 
a nifty device that works like a 
pressure washer, removing hard-
to-reach debris and massaging 
gums for optimum health. 
It’s effective and painless on 
sensitive gums. Use it over the 
sink as it can get a little messy.
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POWERED BY M&S

Calm Apothecary  
Hand Lotion, £5,  
Scented Candle, 
£7.50, Diffuser, £15, 
all available from Marks 
& Spencer stores and at 
marksandspencer.com

BEAUTY FIX
THE ITEMS HITTING THE TOP OF OUR WISHLIST THIS MONTH.. .

R
eset for the year 
ahead with a 
collection designed 
to harness some 
you-time. Available 

at M&S, the Calm Apothecary 
range pairs uplifting fragrances 
with nourishing formulas to 
help you feel more at ease. 
You’ll fall for the heady mix of 
lavender and sultry cedar wood, 
plus energising essential oils 
with sweet orange, sage and 
eucalyptus to relax and revive. 
As well as hand care, scented 
candles and a luxury diffuser, 
you’ll find body wash, bath oil, 
room spray and a pulse point 
oil. Taking a cue from vintage 
pharmacies, the packaging is 
sleek and understated. It may be 
dry January, but these products 
are just the tonic.
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H O W  T O  M A K E  

Y O U R  R E S O L U T I O N S 

L A S T  F O R E V E R
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,IEXLIV�1G/II��XS�LIPT�]SY�

LMX�]SYV�LIEPXL�KSEPW�ERH�

OIIT�XLIQ�MR�XLI�PSRK�XIVQ

*SGYW�SR�WQEPP�[MRW

People often give themselves too 
much to do, something we call 
‘goal dilution’. The truth is, we 
only have so much willpower 

to focus on one goal at a time. 
Start by tackling a key point  
in your day – it could be the 

3pm slump when you’re having 
a few biscuits. This won’t use  
up as much willpower and, 
once you start succeeding,  
it will inspire you to take on  

other small challenges, which  
will accumulate over time.

7XST�WIXXMRK�HIEHPMRIW

Take the pressure off yourself to 
lose weight by a certain time so 
that you can focus on establishing 
new habits that you’re going to 
keep for the rest of your life. In 

studies, those who are successful 
at long-term weight maintenance 
are those who allow themselves 

time to experiment and  
see what works for them. 

'LERKI�]SYV�IRZMVSRQIRX

Your environment is the most 
underestimated influence on your 
habits. We make 250 choices 
a day and the more we see a 
temptation, the more likely we 
are to engage with it. Remove 

unhealthy cues and replace them 
with healthy ones. Try laying 
down a yoga mat the night 
before or cut up fresh lemon  

and leave it in the fridge ready 
for a tea in the morning.W

hile in the depths 
of lockdown, many 
of us rediscovered 
fitness. Research 
by Nuffield Health 
estimates that  

76% of Brits have taken up at least  
one new form of exercise since March 
2020. Al-fresco workouts gave us a 
chance to train together and enjoy 
the great outdoors. David Lloyd clubs 
recently launched outdoor spin classes 
with jumbo umbrellas on hand if the 
weather takes a turn for the worse. 
Almost a million of us downloaded  
the NHS Couch to 5K running app –  
a 92% increase on the same period last 
year. Meanwhile, gyms were replaced 
with at-home workouts. One in five of 
us were getting fit with the likes of Joe 

Wicks. And Barry’s notoriously brutal 
workouts were watched by over 1.7 
million people worldwide. There was  
a noticeable shift in our attitudes 
towards exercise, too. “Many started  
to see the value that fitness brings,  
both mentally and physically, rather 
than just working out to lose weight,” 
says PT and author Alice Liveing. But 
what will the fitness landscape look  
like post-lockdown era? According to  
a new survey by RunRepeat, over half 
of us haven’t been back to the gym 
or are considering cancelling our 
membership. The future of fitness looks 
digital, but with smarter ways to socialise 
and feel a sense of community without 
having to step foot in the gym or outside 
your living room, for that matter. Here 
are some ideas to keep you motivated...

Sports bras, 
from £48, 
Leggings,  

from £58, all  
Spanx Active
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Apple Fitness+,  
£10 per month

The most personalised 
experience we’ve seen  
yet. Pick your workout, 
music, time and trainer, 

depending on your mood. 
Studio-style sessions are 

delivered via your iPhone, 
iPad or Apple TV, which 
syncs with your Apple  

watch to show your heart 
rate and calorie burn. 

M I N I P O D 

H O T  Y O G A 
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STXMSR��XLIVI W̧�XLI�

1MRMTSH�F]�,SXTSH�

=SKE��-X W̧�ER�MRÂEXEFPI�

GSGSSR�JSV�SRI�[MXL�

EPP�XLI�FIWX�IPIQIRXW�

SJ�XLI�WMKREXYVI�

GPEWW���NYWX�[MXLSYX�

XLI�TISTPI��8YRI�MRXS�

PMZI�GPEWWIW�SR�>SSQ�

SV�FVS[WI�XLVSYKL�

TVI�VIGSVHIH�ZMHISW��
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WXYHMSW�������TIV�GPEWW�

F R E S H  F I T  K I T

Socially, free or  
£8.50 for premium
With many of us still  
WFH, it can be tricky 

scheduling in sessions with 
pals. Socially is like Tinder 

for friends into fitness.  
Meet up with like-minded 
people in the local area 

for sports and events. Don’t 
worry about catfishing – 
there’s an authentication 
process for extra security.

ClassPass x Fyt
Looking for a personal 

approach but don’t want to 
leave the house? ClassPass 
members can now book 

one-on-one remote training 
sessions with a qualified PT. 
In partnership with fitness 
service Fyt, you can keep 
booking the same trainer 
and have a tailored plan  
for your at-home needs.  

7GYPXYVE

Stay motivated in this ocean-
inspired camo set (leggings, 
£160, crop top, £125) and 
raise awareness of plastic 
pollution – 12 bottles have  

gone into these leggings. Plus, 
they remind us of holiday. The 
new British brand also crafts 
all of its pieces using silky-soft 

fabric from discarded waste like 
fishing nets destined for landfill.

V I RT U A L  S T U D I O S  

H E R E  T O  S TAY

One of best things to come out 
of lockdown was undoubtedly 
the plethora of workouts offered 
by London’s top boutique 
studios. To keep us pining for 
more, many have created online 
subscription platforms. Yoga 
and low-impact haven Fly Ldn 
have launched Fly Ldn Online, 
featuring an extensive library of 
classes to watch on-demand, 
as well as daily live classes for 

£9.99 a month. Feelgood  
studio Frame has a similar 
concept with flexible combo 
packages for a mix of in-
studio and live-stream classes. 
Basically the Netflix of fitness, 
find retro-inspired favourites 
such as 80s Aerobics and 90s 
Dance Cardio, or flat-friendly 
picks like Hotel Room HIIT.  
If you’ve missed the buzz of 
being part of a team, app 
Fiit has a new group class 
feature, which enables users to 
schedule private group classes 
with friends. Choose the class, 
trainer, time and compete to  
get to the top of the class. 
It’s been proven that training 
together can boost motivation 
and Fiit has found that users  
burn on average 22% more 
calories in live leaderboard 
classes than training alone.

Cos

If you’ve always struggled to 
find affordable, quality basics, 
high street hero Cos recently 
branched out into activewear. 
Mix-and-match separates, like 
this fast-drying seamless sports 
bra with a supportive racer-
back, £29, and seamless 

leggings, £49. In pared-back 
colourways, they’ll go  

with practically everything.

7TER\�%GXMZI

Thought Spanx just did pants? 
Wrong! The Booty Boost  

Active Leggings, £88, are 
engineered specifically to sculpt 
and lift your derriere. For coffee 
runs to yoga flows, try the comfy 

Look At Me Now seamless 
leggings, £58. Created using 
Spanx’s signature shaping, with 
ultra-soft and stretchy fabric, you 

won’t want to take them off.

Cl P F
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hfm COMPETITION

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Entries close on 1 February at 11.59pm. There will be one winner of a seven-night stay in the Junior Penthouse Suite with private pool  
for two adults at Zafiro Palace Andratx, Mallorca, on a Premium All-Inclusive Formula basis including breakfast, lunch, dinner and any snack or cocktail. The prize  

includes access to wi-fi at the hotel, plus the spa and gym. The holiday must be taken between May and November 2021 and is subject to availability. The prize is  
non-transferable, non-refundable and there is no cash alternative. The winner will be contacted by email using the details provided and must respond within 14 days.  
The prize does not include flights or travel to the hotel, holiday insurance or other expenses or incidentals occurred which are the sole responsibility of the recipient(s).  

For complete terms and conditions visit hellofashion.com/terms.

VISIT HELLOFASHION.COM/GIVEAWAY TO ENTER

I      
f the winter chill has you dreaming 
of sunnier climes, we have just the 
ticket. We’ve teamed up with Zafiro 
Hotels to offer one lucky HFM reader 

and their guest the chance to enjoy 
an incredible seven-night stay at the 
five-star Zafiro Palace Andratx hotel, 
opening in Mallorca this spring. Our 
star prize includes accommodation in 
the exclusive Junior Penthouse Suite – 
which comes complete with its own 
private rooftop pool – plus all-inclusive 
meals, cocktails and snacks throughout 
the week. Offering 304 suites with 
spectacular views of the Mallorcan 
coastline, the hotel marries authentic 
local culture with modern luxury and 
high style. Based in the blissful Camp 
de Mar, begin your day with breakfast 
overlooking the sea and savour 
delectable dishes prepared to order at 

the hotel’s restaurant, The Market. Enjoy 
a dip in the adults-only pool, or take 
a tour of the charming local harbour 
town, Puerto d’Andratx. As dusk settles, 
be seduced by the gourmet offerings of 
the four different a la carte restaurants, 
where you can indulge in a range 
of vibrant Mediterranean dishes or 
discover Nikkei cuisine with its enticing 
mix of Peruvian and Asian flavours. 
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a lush Turkish bath at the Zen, Spa 
& Wellness Centre by day, you can 
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to spend your time. To be in with a 
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visit zafirohotels.com/en/hotels/zafiro-
palace-andratx/

One reader will enjoy an all-inclusive week-long break for two 
at the newly-opened Zafiro Palace Andratx hotel
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IN MALLORCA WORTH £3,500
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being reconnected to a retail environment.”

It was around that time that she and Maria 

Cornejo started talking about joining forces. 

The pair had met back in London in the 80s. 

Maria was just out of college and had created 

her first company, Richmond-Cornejo, with 

then partner John Richmond. Marysia 

represented the brand.

“It was a huge success in London at the 

time. Naomi Campbell modelled in their 

first show, it was also her first show. She was 

only 15. It was one of those brands in the 

mid-80s that was a big success. They were 

always very creative people.”

Marysia’s career began with a position at 

Jean Bennett PR at the age of 19. She then 

started out on her own and at 22, her first 

client was designer Jasper Conran, who had 

recently started his company.

“It was a moment when there was a huge 

surge of creative entrepreneurialism,” says 

Marysia. “Notably, I worked with Vivienne 

Westwood and Malcolm McLaren on the  

first few shows for Worlds End; and with the 

group of Belgian designers 

then known as the 

Antwerp Six – including 

Dries Van Noten, Ann 

Demeulemeester and 

Walter Van Beirendonck.  

It was a fertile and lucky 

moment to begin a career 

in fashion.”

When Maria and John 

Richmond parted ways,  

she and Marysia remained 

friends. “She moved to 

Paris, then eventually, 

when she moved to New York, about a year 

later, I moved here and we started talking 

about the possibility of working together.

“That was in 2004, she had founded the 

company [Zero + Maria Cornejo] in 1998.  

It’s very hard to be a creative person all by 

yourself, you need someone to take on that 

load,” Marysia continues. “She is the creative 

director and I am president, which means 

selling, marketing, operations and money. 

Then I might weigh in on some of the 

merchandise, if we need something on  

a more commercial level,” she explains.

Although there are challenges working 

with her best friend, she explains. “At the  

end of the day, there is a trust in knowing 

each other so well – and I trust her creative 

impulses. From the start, Maria was very 

focused on figuring out a new way of making 

clothes: very simple cuts with few seams and 

minimal embellishment. That ethos is still 

there. We have a very, very loyal clientele  

that have been with us from the start.”

Some of said loyal customers include Cindy 

Sherman, Tilda Swinton and Michelle 

M
arysia Woroniecka first 

recognised the power  

of the internet when she  

was working with United  

Colors of Benetton in  

the 90s. At the time, the 

brand had a controversial advertising 

campaign that was causing a polemical 

conversation throughout the media.

“But when I talked to people individually, 

there was a much richer conversation that 

was more nuanced and thoughtful,” she tells 

us, from her home in Brooklyn, New York.

“Then, along came the internet, or rather,  

I became aware of it. There was suddenly this 

sense of freedom: you could talk to people all 

over the world. I remember calling Benetton 

and saying they must start getting on this.

“It was still pretty early, especially to  

people in the fashion industry, they thought  

I was talking a language from Mars,” she 

laughs. However, she admits herself that  

it was quite some time before even she saw 

the commercial opportunities of selling 

clothing online, initially  

it was used as more of  

a communication tool.

Shortly after, Marysia 

moved to New York,  

where she began creating 

original fashion content 

for the web. Things were 

very different to today. 

There were no digital 

cameras and everything 

was on film – this was 1995.

She developed a small 

consultancy firm and one 

of its first clients was Gucci. “I’d been 

friends with Richard Buckley and Tom  

Ford. I faxed to explain what I was doing  

and someone from Gucci contacted me 

asking, ‘Can you talk to us?’.

“We developed the first website and then 

began helping Gucci to work out how it  

could incorporate ecommerce into retail. It 

was about letting the customer shop any way 

they need to, that was important, especially  

if you’re dealing with a luxury brand. I still 

see that now, it’s another layer to a store.”

Marysia then worked with Prada, helping 

integrate new client and visual technologies 

into its concept stores in Manhattan and  

later Tokyo. “They were building a store on 

Broadway that was designed by Rem Koolhaas 

– it was a whole new concept.

“They planned to introduce new 

technology: handheld devices; interactive 

dressing rooms… it was pretty innovative for 

2001. They had been looking for somebody 

that understood fashion and technology to 

help manage the project. It was an amazing 

experience. What I really enjoyed most was �

‘ALONG CAME 

THE INTERNET 

AND THERE WAS 

FREEDOM. YOU 

COULD TALK 

TO PEOPLE 

ALL OVER THE 

WORLD’
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CLOCKWISE  
FROM TOP LEFT
The pale neutral 
palette of the dining 
room and hallway 
works with the 
elegant wooden 
dining furniture 
and banisters to 
emphasise the 
vibrant colours of 
the rugs Marysia 
has chosen for the 
floor; the candle 
sconce reflects the 
light from the mirror 
to illuminate the bric-
a-brac she collects 
on her travels; the 
comfortable sitting 
room uses clashing 
graphic patterns to 
good effect
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT Even the 
bathroom houses 
interesting objects 
like the vases, which 
add colour and 
become a focal  
point for the eye; 
clashing graphics 
work well in the 
cosy bedroom; try 
propping up objects 
on windowsills  
or a bench for a 
bespoke art display
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the way they are laid out. It has quite a lot of 
classical architectural detail, but it lends itself 
quite well to a mix of vintage and modern 
pieces that I’ve found in Africa or Lebanon.”

She bought the house 20 years ago with 
her then husband. The garden flat is rented 
and she has the rest of the house, although 
she has welcomed long-term house guests, 
including her goddaughter artist Kesewa 
Aboah, sister of Adwoa. “She lived with me 
after she left college, for a couple of years. 
She’s since moved back to London,” she says.

“Now my friend Alison, 
who helped style this shoot, 
has moved in upstairs. She 
sold her apartment and is 
looking to buy a house. So I 
have a roommate for a bit.”

Her favourite spaces are 
the living room and kitchen. 
“The living room has these 
gorgeous mouldings on the 
ceiling. Then the kitchen has 
incredible light, especially  
in the afternoon. It looks out 
on to the garden and feels 
like you’re in the country.  
I spend a lot of time there.”

She has filled the house 
with art. “I have fabulous 
works from a wide range  
of artists from all over the 
world. For me, it’s a really 
important way to decorate.

“I have a Mickalene 
Thomas piece that I love  
and one by Deborah  
Roberts from Texas. Also,  
a couple of pieces by Salah 
Elmur, who’s from Sudan  
that are painted on wood.”

When Marysia’s mother 
passed away, she shipped  
over some of her furniture. 
“The gilded mirrors that  
are in the living room were  
in her London home. One  
is decorative and the other 
more simple and those  
two things I truly love.”

Then there is a Moroccan 
rug from Essaouira and a 
dining table by Ilse Crawford.

She entertains, “All of the 
time. I prefer people sitting 
at the table. It’s awkward 

when guests are eating off their laps. But  
I’m not terribly formal and I don’t do big, 
fancy table settings or beautifully-composed 
plates. I make big platters that people can 
pick from, for anything from six to up to 60.  
I did that in my house upstate. We might 
cook a whole pig on an open fire and I just 
set up a long trestle table on the deck.”

Obama. “Not bad,” Marysia chuckles. “It’s 
true, we are a little bit of a secret society.  
We tend to have clients from the art and 
design worlds – you hear people saying  
that they might go to an event and they’ll  
see someone else wearing Zero; it’s 
unmistakable and they’ll go up to them.

“We tend to attract independent-minded 
women. They are making their own  
minds up about what they are going to  
wear and how they are going to wear it.”

Most of her own wardrobe is Zero, “I feel 
more comfortable wearing  
it than other designers”. 
But she does pick up  
pieces during her travels. 
“Like a vintage army jacket, 
or something embroidered.

“There is a store I love  
in Paris called Liwan.  
She makes everything in 
Lebanon and Syria and 
there are beautiful cotton 
shirts and I’ll buy sandals 
from her. Also, when I’m 
travelling in Africa or India, 
I’ll always buy fabric.”

Surprisingly, she doesn’t 
have an enormous amount 
from the 80s and 90s.  
“I did have a lot of clothes. 
I have a few things that  
I’ve kept, like an amazing 
Alaïa jacket. I’m not good 
at getting rid of things, 
there are a lot of memories 
in clothes for me.”

Her style is practical, 
mostly separates, not very 
‘buttoned-up’ and quite 
neutral. “There’s a little 
similarity with my clothing 
and interior styles,” she  
tells us. “My wardrobe has  
a lot of neutral colours,  
but I like the odd splash of 
colour, pattern and textile.

“Same with interiors, I 
pick a neutral background, 
I’m not very courageous at 
painting the walls in all 
different colours. But then 
I’m quite maximal when it 
comes to furniture, objects, 
rugs and textiles. It’s very 
much accumulated. I’ll find 
something and think, ‘Oh, this works quite 
well over here with this throw that I found in 
Ghana’. So, I move things around a bit, quite 
a lot actually,” she laughs. “I keep collecting. 
And I’m not very good at taking things away.”

Marysia lives in a brownstone in Brooklyn, 
which was built around 1860. “It’s a fairly 
typical example, they are all pretty similar in 

Mix-and-match bright 
colours and neutrals

SHOP 
MARYS IA’ S 

S TY L E

Mirror, 
£450, Oka

Lamp, £765, 
Sebastian Wrong 
for Flos at The 
Conran Shop

MARYSIA’S 

BROOKLYN

Shop
Every time I go into Paula 

Rubenstein there’s something
special. Brooklyn has pockets  

of great stores on Atlantic 
Avenue and in Bed-Stuy, where 

you’ll find Savant Studios.

Bars
There’s a cute little Japanese bar
right behind me called Karasu, 
you reach it by walking through
Walter’s restaurant. Also, Dick
& Jane’s bar, which is fun; and

Lunàtico, with live music.

Restaurant
In Brooklyn it’s Roman’s, 

which is very close to me. In 
Manhattan I would have to say 
Il Buco, a long-time favourite. 

Street
The street I live on, South

Oxford Street. It gives me so  
much pleasure to walk  

around my neighbourhood.

Park
I’m very close to Fort Greene
Park, the very first in Brooklyn

and by the same people  
who designed Central Park. 

Museum
Brooklyn Museum is really

fabulous – it makes art relevant  
to the community. 

Walk
I don’t take them often, but  
I love the expansive views  

in Prospect Park.
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SHOP 
MARYS IA’ S 

S TY L E

Mirror, 
£450, Oka

Lamp, £765, 
Sebastian Wrong 
for Flos at The 
Conran Shop

MARYSIA’S 

BROOKLYN

Shop
Every time I go into Paula 

Rubenstein there’s something
special. Brooklyn has pockets  

of great stores on Atlantic 
Avenue and in Bed-Stuy, where 

you’ll find Savant Studios.

Bars
There’s a cute little Japanese bar
right behind me called Karasu, 
you reach it by walking through
Walter’s restaurant. Also, Dick
& Jane’s bar, which is fun; and

Lunàtico, with live music.

Restaurant
In Brooklyn it’s Roman’s, 

which is very close to me. In 
Manhattan I would have to say 
Il Buco, a long-time favourite.

Street
The street I live on, South

Oxford Street. It gives me so  
much pleasure to walk  

around my neighbourhood.

Park
I’m very close to Fort Greene
Park, the very first in Brooklyn

and by the same people  
who designed Central Park.

Museum
Brooklyn Museum is really

fabulous – it makes art relevant  
to the community.

Walk
I don’t take them often, but  
I love the expansive views  

in Prospect Park.

Armchair,
£1,000, Neptune

Plate, £190, 
Jonathan Hansen 
x Marie Daâge at 
matchesfashion.com

Rug, £450, 
laredoute.co.uk

Cushion, £150, 
Les Ottomans 
at amara.com
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Sticking closer to home doesn’t mean you have to compromise on luxury, with 
a myriad of spas on our doorstep to help you reboot and find some inner calm

SPAS
STAYCATION
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 Best for dog owners
F O U R  S E A S O N S  H O T E L

For true relaxation that feels like 
stepping back in time, head to  
Four Seasons Hotel Hampshire –  
a nimble one-hour drive from 
London. The hotel has recently 
undergone a multi-million pound 
refurbishment and all of the plush 
trappings of the luxury Four  
Seasons brand are there, including  
its trademark (beyond) comfortable 
mattresses. Despite the splendour, 
dogs are not only welcome but 
encouraged; and personalised 
touches are provided. Plus,  
after muddy walks through the 
picturesque country estate, paw 
towels are handed out. The 
27,000-square-foot spa is situated  
in the original 18th-century stable 
block – the warmed oak floors, 
floor-to-ceiling windows and green 
slate showers continue the hotel’s 
comfortable tone. The glass-roofed 
swimming pool is a showstopper,  
but the heated outdoor vitality  
pool is also a must try, whatever  
the weather. We’d recommend  
the signature Rose Spice Candle 
Massage. The melted soy, coconut 
oil, rose and frankincense wax are 
applied over the body through 
gentle strokes – leaving you relaxed 
and ready to begin your evening, 
starting with a glass of the Wild 
Carrot bar’s signature gin cocktail.
Rooms from £360 per night for a Mews 

Room, fourseasons.com/hampshire

The serene indoor 
pool is perfect for a 

post-spa swim
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 Best for foodies
L I M E  W O O D

Hidden in the heart of the New 

Forest, Lime Wood is the ultimate 

laidback country retreat. Once 

owned by the Duke of Clarence, this 

former hunting lodge is regal yet 

relaxed, with contemporary interiors 

tastefully designed around original 

features. Rooms are plush and 

romantic with sash windows and 

generous bathtubs. For a special stay, 

opt for a Pavilion Forest Lodge with 

private terrace, or the secluded Lake 

Cabin complete with outdoor bath. 

You can stretch weary limbs in a 

choice of three pools – a large heated 

indoor pool, hydrotherapy pool or 

hot outdoor pool where you can soak 

comfortably at any time of year. For 

serious pampering, the Herb House 

Spa offers an array of soothing 

treatments in single or double rooms, 

a steam room and sauna. We would 

recommend the Bamford Massage 

to ease away those lockdown knots.  

The dining experience is equally 

relaxing – not a starched tablecloth 

in sight. The Hartnett Holder &  

Co restaurant serves up a menu of 

hearty Italian-inspired dishes from 

chefs Angela Hartnett and Luke 

Holder, while the Raw & Cured  

cafe offers plant-based lunches  

and smoothies using ingredients 

fresh from the greenhouse and 

herb garden. And before you head 

home, a bracing stroll in the forest  

is obviously a must. Hunter wellies 

are kindly available to borrow and 

trails head straight from the door.  

Rooms from £395 per night, 

limewoodhotel.co.uk

Dip into three 
different pools at 
Lime Wood’s Spa
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 Best for a city break
T H E  C A L E D O N I A N

Sitting proudly at one end of 
Edinburgh’s Royal Mile, this five-
star Waldorf Astoria is one of the 
grandest hotels in the city. Built  
as a railway hotel in 1903, it is  
the only hotel in the UK to house  
a Guerlain Spa. The staff are 
incredibly friendly and the rooms 
are bright and spacious – and if 
you’re lucky enough to bag a suite, 
the views of the castle are the best  
in town. Although the spa isn’t  
huge, it has everything you need. 
The recommended treatment is  
the Caledonian Chic, an hour-long 
massage that involves one of four 
Guerlain oils. With your eyes closed, 
the therapist lets you breathe in the 
oils one by one, each with their own 
story: the Relaxing Tiare Elixir 
(imagine yourself on a tropical 
beach); the Energising Freshness 
(walking through a green meadow); 
Relaxing Cyprus (at a log cabin in 
the forest) and Enveloping Amber 
(at home running yourself a 
candlelit bath). Breakfast is served 
where the original concourse and 
ticket office would have been (now 
roofed over to create a cavernous 
room with a glass ceiling) and for 
dinner, the fine dining restaurant 
Grazing by Mark Greenaway, is as 
beautifully plated as it is delicious, 
with locally-sourced ingredients 
creating unique and modern dishes.
Rooms from £190 per night, hilton.com 

 Best for lavish luxury
G R A N T L E Y  H A L L

Encircled by wooded parkland and 
on the fringes of the Yorkshire 
Dales, this 17th-century Palladian 
pile with its Grade-II listed Japanese 
garden is quite the showstopper. 
Aspiring to put Yorkshire on the 
luxury map, Barnsley-born owner 
Valeria Sykes spent a reported  
£70m restoring Grantley Hall into 
her dream hotel. And a dream  
it is. Maintaining its old-school 
grandeur and charm, flashy mod-
cons, from a snow room to a 
subterranean Champagne club, 
bring this country retreat bang up  
to date. The serene Three Graces 
Spa, with its marble-clad atrium 
housing an 18-metre pool, outdoor 

hydrotherapy pool, cedar hot  
tub and cryotherapy chamber,  
is a destination in itself. Try the 
signature ‘high performance wave 
facial’, combining medical grade 
LED light therapy with calming rose 
oils for an unparalleled glow. Gym 
bunnies will be blown away by the 
high-octane fitness centre kitted  
out with an underwater treadmill 
and altitude chamber that simulates 
oxygen levels at Mount Everest base 
camp. While foodies will be spoilt 
for choice by the four indulgent 
restaurants serving up fine dining  
to pan-Asian cuisine. Try Michelin-
starred chef Shaun Rankin’s  
Taste of Home menu, showcasing 
sustainable and local ingredients. 
A double room B&B starts from £385 
per night, grantleyhall.co.uk

The Three Graces  
Spa wows with its 
high-end facilities

A five-star stay in the 
heart of Edinburgh
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M I L S O M S  K E S G R AV E  H A L L

As you pull into the long, sweeping 

driveway you would be forgiven  

for passing the entrance of Spa 

Kesgrave Hall before you knew  

it was even there. Nestled in the  

heart of Suffolk, acres of woodland, 

sprawling gardens and Kesgrave  

Hall hotel in the distance all do a 

wonderful job of keeping the spa 

secluded. Country lodge meets 

chalet vibes with a wooden exterior 

and glass doors result in natural 

light streaming in. The virtuous 

can have a glass of chilled water 

from the copper water dispenser, 

recommended for its alkalising 

and antibacterial properties  

(very Gwyneth Paltrow!). The less 

righteous can opt for a chilled glass 

of Moët from the honesty bar. A 

giant hot tub and sunbeds await you 

on the deck with nothing but green 

fields and towering trees to admire. 

Don’t leave without booking in for 

an Elemis Deep Tissue Massage, 

intense enough to smooth away 

tension knots but soothing enough 

to send you into a soft slumber. 

Post-treatment, relax in front of 

the outdoor log fire, then head to 

the Hall for lunch – grilled sea bass 

with coconut-braised wild rice and 

pak choi doesn’t disappoint.

A one-night Twilight Spa Break costs 

£165 per person, milsomhotels.com

 Best for a girls’ getaway
B A B I N G T O N  H O U S E

Babington House is a stylish  

members’ club that has always 

managed to preserve its quintessential 

English charm. As you turn down its 

tree-lined driveway, you are met by 

an impossibly idyllic scene; a honey-

hued Grade-II Georgian manor 

smugly swathed in parkland. The 

interiors are thoughtfully styled 

throughout, as you’d expect of any 

self-respecting Soho House outpost, 

with roaring fires, hand-painted 

wallpapers and carefully-curated 

antiques dotted around. Each of the 

bedrooms are designed so that no 

two are the same, with humungous 

beds, roll-top baths and fully-stocked 

mini bars. When you finally tear 

yourself away, slip on a pair of wellies 

and explore the 18-acre grounds. 

There’s a tennis court, cricket 

pitch, two swimming pools and  

even a cinema to enjoy. On a quiet 

afternoon, don your fleecy robe and 

head to the walled garden, where 

you’ll find the renowned Cowshed 

Spa. Exposed brick walls, vintage 

mirrors and button-down sofas create 

quite the setting for a pampering 

session. Opt for the Bespoke Facial, 

a tailor-made treatment where your 

therapist will select cleansers, toners 

and masks based on your skin’s  

exact needs. You’ll emerge feeling 

radiant and totally rejuvenated.  

Switch your honey-ginger tea for  

an Eastern Standard cocktail in the 

bar, before heading to the Orangery 

for a hearty dinner. Then simply  

sleep and repeat the following day.

Rooms from £270, babingtonhouse.co.uk 

Chill on the deck’s 
sunbeds and in  
the giant hot tub

A stylish country 
retreat with the 

individual touch 
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to recline and read a book – or to 

gaze into your lover’s eyes. Grab 

a herbal tea and take a seat in the 

Whisper Room overlooking the 

tranquil gardens. But should –  

God forbid – the real world start  

to creep into your mind, head to  

the Deep Relaxation Room, where 

warm, softly-vibrating loungers 

soothe you into a meditative state. 

Dinner can be a fancy affair in the 

main restaurant or more low-key  

but equally delicious in the brasserie.  

If you’re not so relaxed you 

oversleep, you can have a quick dip 

in the pool before check-out. Bliss! 

Stays in the main house start from  

£199 per night (with complimentary 

access to the Cottonmill tier included), 

and stays in the Mews Suites start from 

£499 per night (with access to The  

Club at Cottonmill and all facilities),

sopwellhouse.co.uk

Recline and take in 
the views from the 
comfy day beds 

 Best for couples
S O P W E L L  H O U S E

Just a zippy 30 minutes outside of 

London, this hotel and spa is housed 

inside a Georgian country manor. 

Sitting within 12 acres of grounds, 

the Cottonmill Spa is the first  

private members’ spa in the country: 

combining the serenity of the spa 

experience with the exclusivity of  

a club. All hotel guests can use the 

plethora of pools and the gym –  

if you fancy that sort of thing. 

Members and spa package guests 

can make use of the extended 

facilities – each room more relaxing 

than the last. Within the extensive 

spa menu, you’ll find traditional 

therapies, such as reflexology and 

shiatsu, alongside a range of calming 

treatments developed exclusively for 

Cottonmill. There is heaps of space 

to recline and read a book – or to

gaze into your lover’s eyes. Grab

a herbal tea and take a seat in the

Whisper Room overlooking the

tranquil gardens. But should –

God forbid – the real world start

to creep into your mind, head to

the Deep Relaxation Room, where

warm, softly-vibrating loungers

soothe you into a meditative state.

Dinner can be a fancy affair in the

main restaurant or more low-key

but equally delicious in the brasserie.  

If you’re not so relaxed you

oversleep, you can have a quick dip

in the pool before check-out. Bliss! 

Stays in the main house start from

£199 per night (with complimentary

access to the Cottonmill tier included),

and stays in the Mews Suites start from

£499 per night (with access to The

Club at Cottonmill and all facilities),

sopwellhouse.co.uk

Recline and take in
the views from the
comfy day beds 
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 Best for families
T H E  C L U B  H O T E L  &  S PA

If you’re dreaming of a staycation 
with a getaway feel, head to Jersey,  
in the Channel Islands. Just over an 
hour’s flight from the UK and part 
of the British Isles, with its French 
influence and endless golden 
beaches, you’ll feel far from home. 
For a luxurious base, stay at The 
Club Hotel & Spa in the capital, St 
Helier. A five-star boutique hotel, 
eateries, museums and the ocean  
are minutes away, making it perfect 
for trips out and fresh seaside walks. 
Although, you might not want to 
leave the hotel when you head to 
your room and relax on the feather 
beds with Frette linen sheets and 
Elemis toiletries. Then fully unwind 

with a visit to The Club Spa. Slip  
into deep switch-off mode with a 
Basalt Hot Stone Massage – using 
warmed oils, it’s perfect for the 
chillier months and, while you’re 
being pampered, younger spa-goers 
can enjoy a mini mani-pedi. The 
hotel is also home to the island’s 
only Michelin-starred restaurant, 
Bohemia – indulge in the eight-
course tasting menu, featuring 
Brittany sea bass and slow-cooked 
shoulder of lamb. And don’t leave 
without seeing the rest of this idyllic 
island (rent an electric EVie bike to 
get around). From zippy boat rides 
to kayaking and sunset dinners  
at beachside food shacks, there’s 
something to please everyone.
A double room B&B starts from £99, 

theclubjersey.com

Go for a restorative  
swim or explore the  
470-acre estate

 Best for culture lovers
B E AV E R B R O O K  H O T E L  &  S PA

Just an hour away from London, set 
in the picturesque Surrey Hills, is 
Beaverbrook Hotel & Spa. On 
arrival, it’s difficult to believe this 
grand, white house was once Lord 
Beaverbrook’s home, a long-time 
friend of Winston Churchill. To feel 
part of its unique history, begin by 
cosying up next to the log fire and 
taking in the dark oak panelling in 
his personal office. Then head to the 
Coach House Spa and bask in the 
ethereal feeling of its entrance hall 
with stained-glass ceiling. Book in for 
the Biodynamic Bodywork Massage 
to feel physically and psychologically 
restored – firm pressure is the 
default for added health benefits, 
but you can ask for a lighter touch. 
Make sure to pack your country 
wardrobe to explore the woodland 
trails of the extensive estate. Then 
relax with an evening drink in  
the grand Sir Frank’s Bar before 
heading to either the Japanese Grill 
in the main house, where you’ll be 
guided through locally-sourced 
tempura, sashimi and nigiri, or enjoy 
some comfort food in the walled 
kitchen garden at The Garden 
House Restaurant – roasted wild 
mushrooms with Somerset halloumi, 
thyme and hazelnut is a standout. 
Rooms from £385, beaverbrook.co.uk

An island escape 
perfect for all ages
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 Best for families
T H E  C L U B  H O T E L  &  S PA

If you’re dreaming of a staycation 
with a getaway feel, head to Jersey,  
in the Channel Islands. Just over an 
hour’s flight from the UK and part 
of the British Isles, with its French 
influence and endless golden 
beaches, you’ll feel far from home. 
For a luxurious base, stay at The 
Club Hotel & Spa in the capital, St 
Helier. A five-star boutique hotel, 
eateries, museums and the ocean  
are minutes away, making it perfect 
for trips out and fresh seaside walks. 
Although, you might not want to 
leave the hotel when you head to 
your room and relax on the feather 
beds with Frette linen sheets and 
Elemis toiletries. Then fully unwind 

with a visit to The Club Spa. Slip  
into deep switch-off mode with a 
Basalt Hot Stone Massage – using 
warmed oils, it’s perfect for the 
chillier months and, while you’re 
being pampered, younger spa-goers 
can enjoy a mini mani-pedi. The 
hotel is also home to the island’s 
only Michelin-starred restaurant, 
Bohemia – indulge in the eight-
course tasting menu, featuring 
Brittany sea bass and slow-cooked 
shoulder of lamb. And don’t leave 
without seeing the rest of this idyllic 
island (rent an electric EVie bike to 
get around). From zippy boat rides 
to kayaking and sunset dinners  
at beachside food shacks, there’s 
something to please everyone.
A double room B&B starts from £99, 

theclubjersey.com

Go for a restorative  
swim or explore the  
470-acre estate

 Best for culture lovers
B E AV E R B R O O K  H O T E L  &  S PA

Just an hour away from London, set 
in the picturesque Surrey Hills, is 
Beaverbrook Hotel & Spa. On 
arrival, it’s difficult to believe this 
grand, white house was once Lord 
Beaverbrook’s home, a long-time 
friend of Winston Churchill. To feel 
part of its unique history, begin by 
cosying up next to the log fire and 
taking in the dark oak panelling in 
his personal office. Then head to the 
Coach House Spa and bask in the 
ethereal feeling of its entrance hall 
with stained-glass ceiling. Book in for 
the Biodynamic Bodywork Massage 
to feel physically and psychologically 
restored – firm pressure is the 
default for added health benefits, 
but you can ask for a lighter touch. 
Make sure to pack your country 
wardrobe to explore the woodland 
trails of the extensive estate. Then 
relax with an evening drink in  
the grand Sir Frank’s Bar before 
heading to either the Japanese Grill 
in the main house, where you’ll be 
guided through locally-sourced 
tempura, sashimi and nigiri, or enjoy 
some comfort food in the walled 
kitchen garden at The Garden 
House Restaurant – roasted wild 
mushrooms with Somerset halloumi, 
thyme and hazelnut is a standout. 
Rooms from £385, beaverbrook.co.uk

An island escape 
perfect for all ages
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 Best for a country escape
C O W O RT H  PA R K

This pretty Georgian country estate 
near Ascot is a favourite amongst 
the royals. It was where Prince Harry 
spent his last night of bachelorhood 
before his nuptials to the Duchess 
of Sussex in 2018. Sat amidst 
sprawling parkland and meadows  
of vibrant wildflowers, Coworth  
Park perfectly balances the beauty 
of the British countryside with 
relaxed five-star luxury. Stay in  
the Shepard’s Suite, complete  
with marble-clad bathroom and an 
opulent private living room, facing 
the rose garden and life-size chess 
board. The biggest draw for most is 
the modern spa, Michelin-starred 
restaurant and equestrian pursuits 

– no trip is complete without a  
visit to the stables. The spa menu  
is vast but, for nature lovers, the 
Aromatherapy Associates Forest 
Therapy Treatment with its heavy, 
pine-scented oils will instantly  
quell pandemic fatigue as weary 
muscles and knots are kneaded  
into submission with hot stones. 
This full-body massage is a must if 
you’re hunched over your kitchen 
table all day and suffering from  
tech neck. The warming mud mask 
feels like a real treat for neglected 
feet, too. If you’d prefer more of a 
rustic affair, dine at The Barn for a 
wholesome Sunday roast. Then slink 
off back to your room for a long soak 
in its Instagram-worthy copper bath 
– think Cameron Diaz in The Holiday.  
Rooms from £405 per night, 

dorchestercollection.com

 Best for mum pampering
S E A H A M  H A L L

This five-star Georgian country 
house hotel is rich in heritage  
but contemporary in design. As  
soon as you step foot in the grand 
entrance, with its sweeping staircase, 
you’ll be greeted by the warmest of 
welcomes. Rooms are individually 
styled and quirky details add 
character. Indulge in a delicious 
Champagne afternoon tea in the 
lounge overlooking the expansive 
manicured gardens, then head to 
the award-winning Serenity Spa, 
based on Far Eastern healing rituals, 
with its 20-metre mosaic-tiled pool 
and top-of-the-range sauna and 
steam facilities. Take a dip in the 
outdoor hot tubs or recline in the 
zen garden with hydrotherapy pool 
while you enjoy the countryside 
views. There are plenty of treatments 
to soothe your senses, like the 
Top-to-Toe, a muscle-melting 
massage followed by a relaxing facial 
that will leave you blissed out. In the 
evening head to The Dining Room 
restaurant to sample some dishes 
inspired by the North Sea, like  
the turbot with shrimp butter and 
samphire. If you’re looking to wind 
down and reset, this is the place. 
Junior Suite from £275 per night  

(two sharing), including breakfast and 

access to spa facilities, seaham-hall.co.uk

You and mum will 
love the top-notch 
spa and gardens

The ultimate in 
countryside glamour
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Best for a country escape
C O W O RT H PA R K

This pretty Georgian country estate
near Ascot is a favourite amongst
the royals. It was where Prince Harry
spent his last night of bachelorhood
before his nuptials to the Duchess
of Sussex in 2018. Sat amidst
sprawling parkland and meadows
of vibrant wildflowers, Coworth
Park perfectly balances the beauty
of the British countryside with
relaxed five-star luxury. Stay in
the Shepard’s Suite, complete
with marble-clad bathroom and an
opulent private living room, facing
the rose garden and life-size chess
board. The biggest draw for most is
the modern spa, Michelin-starred
restaurant and equestrian pursuits

– no trip is complete without a
visit to the stables. The spa menu
is vast but, for nature lovers, the
Aromatherapy Associates Forest
Therapy Treatment with its heavy,
pine-scented oils will instantly
quell pandemic fatigue as weary
muscles and knots are kneaded
into submission with hot stones.
This full-body massage is a must if
you’re hunched over your kitchen
table all day and suffering from
tech neck. The warming mud mask
feels like a real treat for neglected
feet, too. If you’d prefer more of a
rustic affair, dine at The Barn for a
wholesome Sunday roast. Then slink
off back to your room for a long soak
in its Instagram-worthy copper bath
– think Cameron Diaz in The Holiday.
Rooms from £405 per night,

dorchestercollection.com

 Best for mum pampering
S E A H A M  H A L L

This five-star Georgian country 
house hotel is rich in heritage  
but contemporary in design. As  
soon as you step foot in the grand 
entrance, with its sweeping staircase, 
you’ll be greeted by the warmest of 
welcomes. Rooms are individually 
styled and quirky details add 
character. Indulge in a delicious 
Champagne afternoon tea in the 
lounge overlooking the expansive 
manicured gardens, then head to 
the award-winning Serenity Spa, 
based on Far Eastern healing rituals, 
with its 20-metre mosaic-tiled pool 
and top-of-the-range sauna and 
steam facilities. Take a dip in the 
outdoor hot tubs or recline in the 
zen garden with hydrotherapy pool 
while you enjoy the countryside 
views. There are plenty of treatments 
to soothe your senses, like the 
Top-to-Toe, a muscle-melting 
massage followed by a relaxing facial 
that will leave you blissed out. In the 
evening head to The Dining Room 
restaurant to sample some dishes 
inspired by the North Sea, like  
the turbot with shrimp butter and 
samphire. If you’re looking to wind 
down and reset, this is the place. 
Junior Suite from £275 per night  

(two sharing), including breakfast and 

access to spa facilities, seaham-hall.co.uk

You and mum will 
love the top-notch 
spa and gardens

The ultimate in 
countryside glamour
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Surround yourself in the most touchy-
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Tealight holders,
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1. 
Hotel 

H O M E S P U N

On the River Thames 
opposite Hampton 
Court stands the 
newly reopened 
Mitre hotel. Interior 
designer Nicola 
Harding created 
the cosy vibe – 
fireplaces, luxurious 
fabrics and vintage 
furnishings – plus  
the very friendly  
staff ensure you’re 
right at home. mitre 
hamptoncourt.com

4. 
Art 

A B S T R A C T 

F I G U R E S

Francis Bacon: Man 
And Beast will run at 
the Royal Academy of 
Arts from 30 January. 
The works on show 
are often described 
as raw and unnerving, 
due to Bacon’s 
distorted portrayal of 
the human form and 
span his career. royal 
academy.org.uk

3.
Book

V I S I O N A RY

To mark what would 
have been Helmut 
Newton’s 100th year 
his book Sumo (first 
published in 1999)  
is being rereleased. 
The first copy broke 
records for its weight, 
size and price at 
auction. The new 
edition, Baby Sumo,
will have a limited 
print run of 10,000 
copies, plus its own 
stand. taschen.com

5.
Food & drink 

S O RT E D

If you’re not doing 
dry Jan, try fine wine 
delivery platform, The 
Sorting Table. The 
cases (either six or 12 
bottles) are delivered 
to your door and  
are all chosen by 
wine industry experts. 
thesortingtable.co.uk

HOT DATES
Calendars at the ready – we’ve got your cultural life sorted
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2. 
Music

L O N G  AWA I T E D

London Grammar 
release their third 
album Californian 
Soil this spring. 
With Hannah Reid 
on vocals and Dan 
Rothman and Dot 
Major on guitar and 
drums, respectively, 
their sound has 
been described as 
ambient, ethereal 
and atmospheric. 
The British trio’s If You 
Wait went double 
platinum; followed by 
a number one sequel 
Truth Is A Beautiful 
Thing in 2017. 
They have sold over 
three million records 
and were awarded 
a prestigious Ivor 
Novello. london 
grammar.com
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On the River Thames
opposite Hampton
Court stands the
newly reopened
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designer Nicola
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fireplaces, luxurious
fabrics and vintage
furnishings – plus
the very friendly
staff ensure you’re
right at home. mitre
hamptoncourt.com
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Francis Bacon: Man 
And Beast will run at 
the Royal Academy of 
Arts from 30 January. 
The works on show 
are often described 
as raw and unnerving, 
due to Bacon’s 
distorted portrayal of 
the human form and 
span his career. royal 
academy.org.uk

3.
Book

V I S I O N A RY

To mark what would
have been Helmut
Newton’s 100th year
his book Sumo (first
published in 1999)
is being rereleased.
The first copy broke
records for its weight,
size and price at
auction. The new
edition, Baby Sumo,
will have a limited
print run of 10,000
copies, plus its own
stand. taschen.com

5.
Food & drink 

S O RT E D

If you’re not doing 
dry Jan, try fine wine 
delivery platform, The 
Sorting Table. The 
cases (either six or 12 
bottles) are delivered 
to your door and  
are all chosen by 
wine industry experts. 
thesortingtable.co.uk

HOT DATES
Calendars at the ready – we’ve got your cultural life sorted
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2. 
Music

L O N G  AWA I T E D

London Grammar 
release their third 
album Californian 
Soil this spring. 
With Hannah Reid 
on vocals and Dan 
Rothman and Dot 
Major on guitar and 
drums, respectively, 
their sound has 
been described as 
ambient, ethereal 
and atmospheric. 
The British trio’s If You 
Wait went double 
platinum; followed by 
a number one sequel 
Truth Is A Beautiful 
Thing in 2017. 
They have sold over 
three million records 
and were awarded 
a prestigious Ivor 
Novello. london 
grammar.com
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The ultimate dream day in the life…  
EW�MQEKMRIH�F]�XLI�2IXÂM\�WXEV

My Fashion Fantasy...

CHRISTINE 
QUINN 

when I was travelling there. 
I’d then head to the city to 
go shopping at Louis Vuitton, 
obviously, but I love Balenciaga 
and Gucci as well. I also like 
finding new stores in different 
cities – I think that’s fun.
These days I’m doing an 
athleisure look. A good 
spandex bottom, a crop top 
with a sweater and then a heel 
– that’s been my go-to lately, 
because of quarantine. I’ve 
been a little bit more casual  
and I’ve really been enjoying it.
For the most part I 
discover brands on Instagram. 
I’m all about finding workout 
stuff that’s high waisted, 
has really good seams and 
accentuates. One brand I’ve 
been wearing is Stax, it has 
some cute stuff.
Next I’d go to the Soneva 
resort in the Maldives, it’s so 
beautiful: the sea; the weather 
and the food is incredible. 
For lunch my go-to is a club 
sandwich, French fries and a 
soda. I love a beach vacation, 
hanging out with my husband, 
my doggies and reading a book.
I’d wear a swimsuit and 
something really wow-wee in 
leopard print – I love anything 
leopard. Roberto Cavalli makes 
some really gorgeous cover-ups 
– they’re fabulous.
In the afternoon I’d be 
transported to the Grand-Hotel 
du Cap-Ferrat in the south  
of France to lie by the pool  
and have table service. I’m all  
about the pools!
I’d change into a really fitted, 
red dress by Giorgio Armani
and a pair of sparkly Louboutins. 
Then go for a great dinner 
with caviar and Champagne 
and head to bed early, around 
10.30pm – that would be my 
ideal night.

C
hristine Quinn is the 
runaway star of Netflix 
series Selling Sunset. The 
show follows a gaggle 

of ultra-glamorous female agents 
at The Oppenheim Group, which 
sells luxurious properties to some 
of LA’s most affluent residents. “I 
was friends with Brett and Jason 
and I saw them doing really 
well and it just seemed like 
the most fabulous job ever,” 
she tells us, of joining the firm 
seven years ago. At the time, 
she was acting and modelling, 
but found she was being cast 
in the wrong roles. “Being on 
television was all I wanted to 
do, to try and make people 
laugh and entertain them. In a 
weird roundabout way, I got 
to do it!”. Naturally, there is 
plenty of drama between the 
girls; but you can be sure they’re 
always – especially Christine 
– immaculately turned out, 
down to the intricately plaited 
hair: “The braiding trend was 
definitely me, then everyone 
caught on, I thought it was so 
funny.” We speak to Christine 
about her perfect day…
My dream morning would be 
waking up at noon, somewhere 
in Europe, and ordering room 
service with my husband 
[software engineer, Christian 
Richard] and our dogs.
My perfect breakfast is 
pancakes and sausages;  
lots of fruit, coffee and I love  
a good scrambled egg.
In the morning I’ll wash my 
face, I don’t usually wear  
make-up during the day, so I’ll 
apply vitamin C, a serum, a 
little bit of sunscreen and some 
concealer and lip gloss.
Right now, I am loving a 
beauty brand I found in France 
called Biologique Recherche. 
So, I bought all of the products 

CLOCKWISE 
FROM ABOVE 
Christine loves 
the Maldives; 
Balenciaga is a 
fave label; sparkly 
Louboutins finish off 
her evening look; 
she’d breakfast 
on pancakes; a 
Roberto Cavalli 
cover-up is perfect 
for beach time
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cover up is perfect 
for beach time
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My Fashion Fantasy...

CHRISTINE 
QUINN 

when I was travelling there.
I’d then head to the city to
go shopping at Louis Vuitton,
obviously, but I love Balenciaga
and Gucci as well. I also like
finding new stores in different
cities – I think that’s fun.
These days I’m doing an
athleisure look. A good
spandex bottom, a crop top
with a sweater and then a heel
– that’s been my go-to lately,
because of quarantine. I’ve
been a little bit more casual
and I’ve really been enjoying it.
For the most part I
discover brands on Instagram.
I’m all about finding workout
stuff that’s high waisted,
has really good seams and
accentuates. One brand I’ve
been wearing is Stax, it has
some cute stuff.
Next I’d go to the Soneva
resort in the Maldives, it’s so
beautiful: the sea; the weather
and the food is incredible.
For lunch my go-to is a club
sandwich, French fries and a
soda. I love a beach vacation,
hanging out with my husband,
my doggies and reading a book.
I’d wear a swimsuit and
something really wow-wee in
leopard print – I love anything
leopard. Roberto Cavalli makes
some really gorgeous cover-ups
– they’re fabulous.
In the afternoon I’d be
transported to the Grand-Hotel
du Cap-Ferrat in the south
of France to lie by the pool
and have table service. I’m all
about the pools!
I’d change into a really fitted,
red dress by Giorgio Armani
and a pair of sparkly Louboutins. 
Then go for a great dinner 
with caviar and Champagne 
and head to bed early, around 
10.30pm – that would be my 
ideal night.

C
hristine Quinn is the 
runaway star of Netflix 
series Selling Sunset. The 
show follows a gaggle 

of ultra-glamorous female agents 
at The Oppenheim Group, which 
sells luxurious properties to some 
of LA’s most affluent residents. “I 
was friends with Brett and Jason 
and I saw them doing really 
well and it just seemed like 
the most fabulous job ever,” 
she tells us, of joining the firm 
seven years ago. At the time, 
she was acting and modelling, 
but found she was being cast 
in the wrong roles. “Being on 
television was all I wanted to 
do, to try and make people 
laugh and entertain them. In a 
weird roundabout way, I got 
to do it!”. Naturally, there is 
plenty of drama between the 
girls; but you can be sure they’re 
always – especially Christine 
– immaculately turned out, 
down to the intricately plaited 
hair: “The braiding trend was 
definitely me, then everyone 
caught on, I thought it was so 
funny.” We speak to Christine
about her perfect day…
My dream morning would be 
waking up at noon, somewhere 
in Europe, and ordering room 
service with my husband 
[software engineer, Christian 
Richard] and our dogs.
My perfect breakfast is
pancakes and sausages;  
lots of fruit, coffee and I love  
a good scrambled egg.
In the morning I’ll wash my
face, I don’t usually wear  
make-up during the day, so I’ll 
apply vitamin C, a serum, a 
little bit of sunscreen and some 
concealer and lip gloss.
Right now, I am loving a
beauty brand I found in France 
called Biologique Recherche. 
So, I bought all of the products 
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SPRING 
TRENDS
SPECIAL

ON SALE 2 FEBRUARY

The catwalks may have looked a little different this season, but it didn’t stop 
a wealth of creativity. See the latest trends for spring and start planning your 

new wardrobe. Face mask or not, boy, are we going to ace the rest of our outfit!
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